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U~THODUOTION 1 
It has been pointed.out by foreign observers. 
De :DJequeville and Bryce, that great men are scarce in 
American politics o The great men of America as a whole., 
are not in politics; because to them politics has no 
attraction. Great commercial enterprises draw many of the 
best and moat talented men. Since Lincoln, few outstand~­
ing figures have occupied the office of president. who 
had the qualities of the scholar; and of those Woodrow 
Wi.lson was one.4 He was not a philosopher like Socrates 
or Plato_, but he was a genuine scholar~ His main studies 
have been in the science .of government, and his teachings 
have been filled with the aspirations of a thorough 
believer in the great democratic movement of the ageQ 
He was a man who knew boolcs_; but also knew men end 
government. 
After holding a professorship of jurisprudence and 
politics ~n Princeton University, Wilson was promoted in 
1902 to the presidency of his institution; and in 1910 he 
vms elected governor of his eta te.. His vigorous oo ndnct 
of that office attracted nation-wide attentinno His 
first act vms to break with and. defy the machine of his 
own party; and he seou.rad·a. public utilities law, a 
corrupt practice act. an employers• liability and.workmen's 
compensation aot, and much other progressive legislatip.n. 
He had a vast fund of poli tioal informs. tion und· exceptional 
powers of speech, and ha became one of ·the 
best campaigners in the history of American politics. 
He was an exponent of neither radical prinoiples nor 
extreme measures •. 
Yet. with,all these qualities,. when we say Vfilson 
was not a philosophert we do not discredit him because 
no oountry"ha.syet given any philosopher who can b_e 
compared with Socrates and. Plato. We ·believe that the 
world has become a·more. comfortable place to live .. in and 
offers a far greater variety of pleasure; but t~e mental 
povJer of the i.ndi vidual man has remained stati?nary; no 
stronger" no wider in i ta range .than 1 t ~vas thousands of 
years ago. 
It aeema that the word philosophy ts constantly 
misused. We sometimes thiilk that a. man is a :philosopher. 
because he ise successful writer; that is to. say, he is 
able to sell his work. Bu.t nearly all these successful 
authors a1•e regarded as great in their life time only. 
Among the ancients, the philosophers were .not 
aaoorded recognition as philosophers until after their 
death. For instance. Socrates, the father of philosophy, 
was regarded by some of hiG oontempora.ries as a beggar. 
Plato, the father of the art of expression. was sold as a 
slave. But the world -la.tel" discovered their living 
thoughts, which oome. to ·us through, dark ages \Vi thout 
losing their freshness and charm. However. despite all 
of these· illustrations, we prai~e men without analyzing 
3 
their work sufficientlyo It seems that we 
have forgotten the famous ·words of King Agesilus: "If 
! have done any honorable exploit, that i~ my monument., 
but 1f I have done none, all your statues will signify 
nothing." 
The poli tioal strength of_ ililson did not result 
p~imarily from intellectual power. His serious ~ritings 
are sound but not chara.oterized by originality, nor in 
his politics is there anything to indicate creative 
genius. Re thought straight and possessed the ability 
to concentr.ate on a single line of effort. He was 
skillful in catching an idea and adapting it to his 
purpose. Oombined with his power of expression and his 
talent for making phrases. such qualities ware of great 
.. 
a.asiata.noe to him. BlA.t t,ha :-::eal strength of tha President 
lay rather in his gift of sensing what the. common people 
wanted and his ability to put it into words for them. 
We might say he was ·the American BnrkEh His· style is 
comparable to that of Burke, in simplicity, in artistic 
quality. in rhythm and fluency. 
In this volume we shall discuss Wilson's social, 
ec.onom!o and political concepts• for which he stood so 
firmly both as governor and president. 
4 
CHAI'TBR I 
TAHIFF AUD 1101.Wl?OLY 
Wilson believed·that tariff and monopoly were. 
for the·intereata of favored groups. His ·sincerest 
belief \Vas that they were not good for the publi.c aa s. 
whole. · Re fought against tariff, and monopolies because 
tl~ey were not advantageous for the grea. t mass. o t the · 
working men. 
· Re was against a high tariff because he believed 
that the protective tariff had been talten·advantage. of 
by some men to destroy domestic competition, to combine 
all existing rivals within our free trade area, and to 
make it impossible for new men to enter the business 
fieldo Under this high protective tariff there had been 
formed a network of factories which in their connection 
dominated the market of the United States and established 
their own prices. It wus once arguable he'deolared. that 
the protective tariff did not create the high cost of 
living;· it is now no longer· arguable that these combina-
tions do not. not by reason of tariff, but by reason of. 
their combination under the tariff, - settle what prioes 
shall be paid; settle how much the product shall be; and 
·1 
settle. moreover. what shall be the market for labor. 
Wilson was against the high tariff, because he 
lo Senate Doo. 903, 62nd Cong. 2nd Bess. 
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believed that it did not help the people as a 
whole$ .but benefitted just certain groups of ma.nufuoturers., 
In his speech of a.ocepta.noe in 1912 he said 1 .'"'What I am 
trying to· po int out to you 110\'iT is that this nprotecti ve" 
tariff, so-called. ,has become a means of fostering the 
growth of pai"'ticular groups of industry. at the expense of 
·the eoonomio vitality of the rest of the conntry., What 
the people now propose is a very practical thing indeed: 
They propose to unearth these special privileges and to 
out them out of the tariff~: They propose not to leave 
a single conceal·ed private advantage in the statutes 
concerning .the ·duties that af.t.n possibly be .eradicated 
without affecting the part of the business that is sound ' l 
and. legitimate and which we all wish to see promoted. n 
In answer to the argument that Amer ics.n 
manufactm·ers could not compete w1 th the foreign nations 
in ·production, because in foreign countries the cost of 
labor is cheaper, he pointed out that, our manufacturers 
could afford to and did sell some articles manufactured 
here~ cheaper· in foreign countries than in the United 
· Stateel$ For instance they sell u sev;ing ·.machine for 
eighteen dollars in Mexico, but they must have thirty 
dollars for the same machine in the_ United States$ Because 
of this fact. Wilson wanted to regulate the proviai~ns 
of our high protective tariff for the interests of the 
l. Senate Doot. 903; 62 Oongei., 2nd Session. 
common people. and he was inclined to sympathise 
with Senator Gorets proposal, "that we should pass a 
.6 
law that every piece of goods sold in the United. States 
should have on it a label bearing the price at which it 
would sell if there were no tariff~". What the Senator 
suggested w~1uld be e. very easy solution. for the ta.riff 
question. ·The idea. was that everybod·y who. believed in 
the "protective" tariff sfiould pay it and the rest of 
us should not; if they wanted to subscribe, 1t v1as open 
l 
to them to subscribe. 
Wilson ·opposed the high proteotive tariff, because 
he thought that high protection was not for t·he benefit 
of the working men. He pointed out the operation of 
?)Schedule K" in Lawrence• Massa.chuaet ts, showlng how the 
most '11protective" schedule of all opera.tad to keep men 
on wages ·on which they could not live. Also. the Steel 
Schedule. satisfactory to those who manufactured steel, 
was not satisfactory to those who me.de the steel with 
their own tired hands. It was the opinion of Wilson 
that .the working man of this country who v1ere in un-
protected industries were better paid than those who were 
in protected industries. 
The demand of American business men for proteotion 
seemed to Wilson timldity about competing with foreign 
l. Morth AmHrioan Heyie·w. Oot. 1909. Volo OXO, p. 540 
. . 
business men. The American business·men. he 
said, knew that they could make better things than 
were made elsewhere in the world, and they knew also 
that they could sell them cheaper in foreign markets 
than they were sold in America. 0 but still they were 
afraid to go out into the great world on tha!r merits 
end their own skill. 
It seemed amusing to Wilson that a nation full 
of geni.us should be apparently paralyzed by· timidity. 
· nThey say, 'Fo·r pity•s sake~ don't expose ue to the 
weather of the world; put some home•like cover over us. 
See to it that foreign men don't come in and matoh their 
·1 ... 
bra.ins with ours.•" 
One of the outstanding and ~hief purpoeee of 
Wilson·'a program was to emancipate the business in this 
land, so that the people as a whole should have their 
share in the great wealth of the country+ 
Monopol:£. 
A great many writers have, pointed out that 
monopolies have helped greatly in making America the 
greatest industrial nation in the world; that monopoly 
creates efficiency in business. However, Wilson, as 
always "interested primarily in the common people, said 
lo Senate Doc. 903, 62nd Cong. 2nd Session, Augo ll, · 1912~ 
.that the trusts do not belong to the period of 
infant industries. They were not the product of the 
.. ·a 
time when the great continent we 11.ve in was undeveloped; 
the young nation was struggling to find itself and get 
_upon· its feet amidst .older and mo.re experienced 
competitors.. They belonged to a very recent and very 
sophisticated age,.when men knew what they wanted and 
l 
knew how to get it by the favor of the government •.. 
Wilson then went.on to explain how trusts.were 
made. nrt is very natura.l,.in one sense, in the aame 
sense in which human greed is natural. If. I. haven't 
been efficient.enough to beat my rivals, then the thing 
I am tnclined to·Q,o is to get together with my rivals 
and say: tLet'a not out eaoh other's throats; let's 
combine and determine the prices for ourselves; determine 
the:--·output and thereby determine the prices; and dominate 
and control the market."' He admitted that any large 
corporation built up by the legitimate processes 0£ 
business, by eoonomyt by efficie.noy was natural; and he 
was not afraid of it. no matter how big it grew. He said 
that it could stay big only by doing its work more 
thoroughly than anybody elsett He pointed out the raason 
that the ms.atere of ~ombinationa sou.gp.t to ahut, out 
competition was that the basis o:f control under competition 
i. Nevv Freedom~ p. 16G.· -
· 2~ Ibid - 168 
competition, and they were constantly buying 
up new competitors in order to narrow the field of 
competition. His opinion was tr.i.at the United Sta.tee 
Steel Corporation was gaining its supremacy in the 
' . ~ ' 
limerican mark.et only with reg~ird to. the oruder manu-
10 
facturers of iron and steel, where' it lacked competition~ 
Bu.t wherever~ as ill the field of more advanced ma.nu• 
facturers of iron and steel, it has important competitors, 
its portion of the J?roduat was not increasing, but it 
was decreasing, and.its competitora where they had a 
foothold 9 were Often more effici~nt th~ri it.~as. 
Wi'lson was not against the trusts if they could 
come into the market upon the basis of mere efficlenc·y~ 
upon the mere basis of knowing how to manufacture goods 
better than anybody else. But ha insisted there must be 
no squeezing ou.t' of the .beginner; .no crippling his 
credit; no discrimination against retailers who buy from 
a rival; no holding back ot raw material from him; .no 
secret arrangements against him. "All the fair 
competition you choose, but no unfair competition of 
any kind. And then, when unfair competition 1s· eliminated, 
let us see these gentlemen carry their tanks of water 
on their backs." All that Wilson wanted and fought for 
was, that they should come into the field against merit 
and brains everY\vhare. Wilson saidf "If they can't beat 
other American brains, then they have got the .beat . · 
l 
·bra.ins"'" 
Wilson believed that certain .. monopolies in 
ll 
:thta country had gained almost complete co.ntrol o.f the 
raw material, chiefly in the mines, out ·of _which the 
great body of manufactures are carried on, and they now 
~iscriminated as they pleased, in the sale of that raw 
material batwee11 those v1ho a.re rivals of the· mon.opoly 
and those who submit to the monopoly. So· lie satd· i;hat 
we must soon come to the po_int where we 'should say to 
the. men lvho own these essentials of industry that they 
had to part with theBe essentia~s by _sale to all citizens 
of. the Uni.tad States wi·th the same readiness and upon 
the same tetnms. Or else we shall tie' up the resources of 
this country under private control in such fashion as 
2 
will make our. inde_pendent clevelopment absolutely impossible. 
Consequently, undEir ·President Wilson's adminis-
tration in 1914, Congress passed -the Olayton Act, which 
placed. the whole matter of trust regulation on a. simpler . 3 
and saner basis. 
· What Wilson wanted was fairness in our bustness. 
The ·big combinations should be fair to the little fellows. 
Wilson's opinion \VaE that if the big combinations oheoked 
·1, Senate Doom. 903, 62 Cong. f!nd Session 
2. Ibid~ 
3 It See Chapter II. 
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oompet~tion by unfair method, then these big 
trusts became the most wasteful• the most uneaonomical. 
and after thc-:y passed a certain size, the most inef:f'!cient 
l 
way of conducting the industries o~ this country. 
Wilson made this d1stinc·tion betvr~on fJ. big 
business and a trust. He said. that a trust is an arrange ... 
me~t to get .rld .of competition. and a. bigbusinosa is 
a business that has survived competi~ion by conquering 
in the field of intelligence and economy.· He insisted 
that a trust does not bring efficiency to .the aid of 
busi.ness; it b_uys. efficiency out of business f) He aaid, 
n I am for big business, and I am against the trusts. Any 
man who can SUJ'."Vive his bra.ins, any man who can put the 
others out of the 1 business by making the thing.cheap~r 
to the consumer at the same -time that he is increasing 
1 ts intrinsic value ~.nd quality, I take o.ff my hat; to, 
and say: . 'You are the man who can build up the United 
2 
States, and I wish there were more of you.' n 
Wilson ~elieved _that the dominating danger i.n 
this c ou.ntry was not the existence of gr~at individual 
combinations,--tha.t was dangerous enough in all conscience, ..
but the comblnatron of the combinations, of the railways. 
the manufacturing enterpriaest the great mining projects, 
l~ Sen~te Doc~. 903, 62 Cong. 2d Session. 
~~. Speech d.cliver~d .Aug. 7, 1912. Cong .. Rec. 62 Cong. 
2nd Session. 
the great enterprises for the development of 
the natural waterpowers of the country, threaded to-
• 
gather in the personnel of a series of boards of 
dtreators into a • comrnuni ty of interest• more formid.·-
able than any conceivable single combination that dared 
l 
appear in the open. 
His opinion was that by the combination of 
great industries, manufactured products were not only 
beip.g standardized. bu.t they were too often being kept 
a. t a single point of develo·pment and efficiency• He 
said that the increase of the power to produce in. 
proportion to the cost of production is not studied in 
America as it used to be studied, because if you do not 
have to improve your processes in order to excel a 
competitor·, if you are human, you are not going to 
improve .your processes; and if you prevent the competitor 
from coming into the fi~ld• then you oan sit at your 
leisure, and. behind this we.11 of protection whion prevents 
the brains of any foreigner competing with you; you can 
2 
rest at y:our ease for a whole generationo 
Wilson believed monopoly was against advancement• 
because he thought that there was no encouragement for 
any one to set his wits at work in order to improve some 
mechanical process•, The individuals a.re not invited to 
find a aborter and cheaper way to make things or to 
l. Speech dellvered Aug. 7, l9l2ia . Cong. Heoord,62 Cong. 
2 0 Ibid~ 2nd Sess. 
perfect ·them, or to invent better things to 
ta.ke their place, because there is too much money 
invested in old machinery; too much money has been 
spent in advert,ising the old machines, as they cost 




ln his zeal to protect the wea.lter ·or less 
fortuna·te in ·the business and industrial field. Wilson 
persistently waged a violent or determined fight upon 
that form of big business which trampled out competition 0 
the trust or monopoly, and upon its specia.l privileges, 
particularly tariff protection. 
le Speech delivered Aug. 7, 1912. Cong. Record, 




According to Wilson we need justice in our 
industrial field. He continually raised hls voioe and 
demanded justice for the pooro He belie~ed that we had 
so little justice in our industrial world, because we had 
many established and formidable monopolies in the United 
States. The monopolistic control, he thought, was so 
strong·that no independent man could enter the fields of 
· industries. 
"We have restricted oredi t, v;e have restricted 
opportunity, we have controlled development, and we have 
come to be one of the "worst ruled, one of the most 
completely controlled and dominated, governments in the 
civilized world - no lo~~er a government of free opinion. 
no longer a government by conviction a.nd the· vote of the 
majority, but a government by the opinion and the duress 
l 
of ·small groups of dominant men.n 
Wilson wanted gover.runental regulations in our 
industries., Therefore, when he became president he used 
his influence upon congress in the pa.ssing'of the Clayton 
Act in 1914. This uct provided for the establishment of 
a board known as the Federal Trade Commission, with five 
members appointed by the president. Its functions are 
l. New Freedom, pg. 201. 
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twofold. In the first place it is charged 
with the duty of enforcing the laws against any 
combination which, in its judgment, is unreasonably 
restraining interstate trade. In the second plaae it has 
the function of preventing unfair competition in foreign 
or interstate trade by manufac'turers or manufaoturtng 
corporations or any other concerns except ,banlts and 
common carriers. 
Wilson said that the big business men .had already 
oaptured the government, and the question was, were·we 
going to own our own premises, or were we not? That was 
the choice., Were we going to say: 11You didn't get into 
the house the right way, but you are in there. God bless· 
you; we will stand out here in the cold and you can hand 
1 
us out something once in a while? 11 
According to Vlil~on ever~body should have known 
that in this country the larger kLnds of oredit·were more 
and more difficult to obtain, unless' you obtained them 
upon the terms of uni ting your 'efforts with .those who 
alrea.dJ control the industries of the country. No one 
could fail to see that the business of this country 
belongs to the big fellows, and not to.the little fellows. 
So he believed that.we should: have more laws~ laws which 
would protect the men who are. "on ·the ma.ken rather than 
l. Baker, Colleee and State, Vol. II, pg. 3~6. 
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the men who are already made" - because men who 
are already made are not going to live indefinitel~t" 
and are not kind enough to leave sons ao able and as 
l 
honest as themselves."· 
Wilson said that it was not the business of the 
law in the time of Jefferson to interfere. but when a 
so-called private property became a great mine, and men 
went a.long da.rk.corriders amidst every kind of danger in 
order to dig out of the bowels.of the earth things 
necessary for the industries of a whole nation; and when 
it·oama a.bout that no individual owned these mines, that 
they.· were owned by great stock companies., then all the 
old analogies, he ea.id, absolutely collapsed• 'and it 
became the right ·of the government to.go d?wn into mines 
to see whether human beings ~era properly treated in 
them or not; to see whether accidents .wore properly 
safeguarded aga.i.nst; to· see·whether modern economical 
methods of using these inestimable i~iches of the earth 
were followed. "If somebody puts a derrtck improperl~· 
secured upon a ·building· or overtopping the street, then 
the governm·ent of the oi ty has . the right to ·see. that the 
derrick is so secured that you and I can walk under it 
and not be afraid that 1he heavens are going to· fall .on us. 
Likewise in these great mines where in every corridor 
l. Baker, Qollege and State, Vol. ·II. pg. 376. · 
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swarm men of flesh and blood. it is the 
privilege of the government. whether of the state o~ 
of the United Statess a.s the case may be, to see that 
hu.man life is protec~ed.. that hwnan lungs have something 
''l 
to breathe.n 
Roosevelt, for the interest of the working men, 
offered a plan that there should be an industrial 
commission charged with the supervision of the great 
monopolistic combinations which have been formed under 
the protection of the tariff .. and the governm.ent of the 
United States should see to it that these gentlemen who 
have conquered labo:t· should be kind to labor. But Wilson· 
criticised the proposal of Roosevelt by sayi~g that the 
proposition was this: "that the.re shall be two masters, 
the great corporation. and .ayer it the government of the 
~nited Stat~s; and I ask who is going to be master of 
I 
the government of the United States? It has a master 
nowt - those who in combination control these monopoll.es. 
And if the government controlled by the monopol.ies in 
its turn controls the monopolies, the pa~tnership ia 
2 
finally consummated ti 1' 
· Vlileon goes on to say" that he d.id not oare how 
benevolent the master was going to be, he would not live 
l. Cong. Reco~d. Vol, XLVIII, Append. 392, 62rid Cong. 
2._ ltorth .American Review, Oct. 1909, ftg. 4~50., 
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under a. master. That was n~)t what America 
was created for.n He emphasized that America was 
created in order that everyman should have the same 
chance ae every other man.to exercise mastery over his 
fortunes.. What he wanted to do. he sa:td, was analo-
gous to what the authorities of the city of Glasgow 
did with tenement houses,. to light and patrol the 
o orridors of these great organizations in order to see 
that nobody who tried to traverse them was waylaid and 
maltreated. "If you will but hold off the adversaries, 
if y9u will but see to it that the weak are protected• 
I will venture a wager with you that there are some 
men in the United States, now weak, ·economically weak 1 
who have brains enough to compete with these gentlemen· 
on their mettle. 0 And he believecl that when these 
intelligent persons came i.nto market there would be a 
bigger market for labor and a different wage scale for 
1 
labor. 
Aooording to Wilson about ni~nty per cent of 
those employed in labor in this country were·not 
employed in the 'protective' industries, and their 
wages were almost without exception higher than the 
wages of those who were employed in the 'protected' 
industries. He ~aid, nthere is no·corner on carpenters; 
l. Cong, Hecord. 62nd Cong. 2nd Sessinn, p. 4750. 
there is no corner on bricklayers; there is no 
corner on scores of individual classes of skilled 
20 
laborers; but there is a corner on the poolers in the 
furnaces, there is a corner on the men who dive doVJn 
into the mines; they a.re in the grip of a controlling 
power which determi nee the market rates of wages in 
l 
the.United Statesf 
Wilson deplored the fact that men were cheap, and 
machinery was dear in the United States. He said that 
many a superintendent was dismissed for overdriving a 
delicate machine, who wouldntt be dismissed for over-
driving an overtaxed man. You could discard your man 
and replace hlm; there were others ready to oome into 
his place; but you could not without a great cost 
discard your ma(!hine and put a, new one in its place. 
You were less apt, therefore. to look upon your man as 
the essential, vital foundation part of your whole 
business. "It is time that property. as compared with 
hwnanity, should take second place." Wilson believed 
that the government should see to it that there was no 
over-crowding, that there was no bad sani ta.ti on, and 
there was no unnecessary spread of avoidable diseases, 
that the purity of food was safeguarded, that there was 
every precaution against aociden~, that women were not 
l. Cong •.. Record, o_2nd Cong. 2nd Sesaiont pg. 4750. 
driven to impossible tasks, nor children 
permitted to spend ·their energy before it is fit to 
be spent. nThe hope and elasticity of the :race 
21 
must be preserved; men must be preserved according to 
their ·individual needs, and not ace ording to the programs 
of industries merely. What is the use of having 
industry, if we perish in producing it? If we die in 
trying to feed ourselves, why should we eat? If we die 
trying to get a foothold in the crowd,· ~Jhy not let· the 
·crowd trample us sooner and be done with it? . I tell 
you that there is beginning to beat in this nation a 
great pulse of irresistible sympathy which is going to 
transform the processes of government amongst us. The 
strength of America is proportioned only to the health, 
the energy, the hope. the ela.stioity,.tha buoyancy.of 
l 
the American people."' 
Wilso_1 ·did not believe that' the spec lal interests 
·of the United States should take care of the worki~men. 
women. and children~ He wanted to see justice. 
righteousnens, fairness and humanity displayed in all 
the law's of the United States, and he did not v1ant any 
power to intervene between the people and their government. 
Justice was what he wanted. 
So Wilson tried to carry out these ideals as 
l. New Freedom. pg. 276. 
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practical programs when he became president. 
In 1916 the four Brotherhoods threatened to strike. 
The mode of reckoning pay was the subject of contention. 
The Department of ·Labor tried in vain to bring the 
opponents together. But their efforts to bring about 
an agreement p.roved futile. The road.a agreed ·to 
arbi tr:::i.te all the points. ullowing the .president to 
name "the a.1·bi trutors; but the Brotherhoods •. probably 
. realizing their ·temporary strateg:to advantage, refused 
point-blank to arbitrute. When the President tried to 
persuade the roads to yield the eight-hour day, they 
replied that it was a proper subject for arbitri.i.tion. 
Instead of standing firml~;, \:J!l the principle of 
ai"'bi tration, the Pi·osident chose to go before Congress, 
on the afternoon of the 29th of August, and ask, first, 
for a reo;cga.ni za. ti on of the Interstate Oommeroe 
Comrnis~don; second. f 0r ·legal recognition of the eight-
hour day for interstate carriers; third for power to 
appoint a commission to observe the operation of the 
eight-hour day for a stated time; fourth, for re-
opening the question of an increase in freight rates 
to meet the enlarged cost of operation; fifth, fox: 
a law declaring railway stril:es and lockouts unlawful 
until a public investigation could be made; sixth, for 
authorization to operate the roads in case of military 
necessity. 
On the first of~ September the eight-
hour bill* providing also for the appointment of a 
board of observation. was rushed through the House; 
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on the following day it WH,s hastened through the staid 
Senate; and on the third. it received the President's 
signature. This was on Sunday. In order to obviate 
any objection as to the legality of the signature, the 
President signed the. bill again on the :following Tuesday, 
the intervening Monday bei.ng Labor Day~ 
On the 19th of March. the Sup.rerne Court 
l 
upheld the validity of, the Adamson ~"lW. 
Wilson vs, Hamiltog, 
Wilson thought.that Hamilton was not democratio 
in his belie~Eh Alexander Hamilton believed that the 
only people who could understand government~, a.nd there• 
fore the only people who were qualified to conduct it, 
were the men who had the biggest fi.nancial stake in the 
.comm~rQial and industrial enter:Prisea of the country. 
Wilson opposed this view point ami SH id without 
.P.esi ta ti on the,t while Ha.mil ton was a.great man. in his 
judgment he was not a great American, because he did 
not think in terms of American life. 
It Wi.lB the belief of Wilson tha.t the .government 
l. Baker, College Lnd State~ Vol. II. pg. 637. 
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of the United States waH co ntrollod by tha 
pr ivu te interests·, They did not allow it to have 
a will of its own. Wils0n said, "It is told e'"'ery mov~; 
'Don't do ths.t; you Yi"ill interfere vrith our prospe:c1ty.,'" 
Then Wilson said when we aslc; nwhere U.i our prosperity 
l 
lodged?" a'certuin group of gentlemen say. nwith us.n 
Wilson pointecl out that no hearing took: place 
befo1·e any great committee of' oongr~ss .in which the 
people of the countr~ as a whole v'/art3 represented, 
except it might be by the Congressmen themselves. The 
men who appeared a. t thos·a meetings in ord.ar to argue for 
or against that measu:re, ware men who represented. special 
in·tarests. They were speaki r:g from the point of view 
2 
always of a small portion of the popula.tion. 
lVilson said, "I don't want a smug lot of experts 
to sit down behind closed doora in Washington and play 
Providence to me. I have never met a political savior . 3 
in the flesh. and I never expect to meet one." 
Wilson insisted that the monopolists did not want 
the people to determine their own.affairs, because they 
did not bclievo that· the people's judgment wus sound. 
They thought that they were be11·ter able than anybody 
else to understand the interests of the United States. 
l. Cong. Record, Vol. XLVIII, pg. 4745. 
2. Harper's Weekly, Apr. 9~ 1910, pg. 9. 
3. North American l\eview, Oat. 1909, pg. 536 •. · 
''They had so narrow, so prejudiced, so '. 
l 
limited a point .of view. 0 
He fought o.gain~;t great combinations and 
, mo nopoliee because he thought -'ohat tiheir chief aim 
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had been to control a.11 the resources and the wealth 
of the country, which was·against the spirit of 
democracy. Boca.use no demooraoy in the world has 
ever placed its wealth in the hands of a few except 
America. For instan.oe, the two best administered 
democracies in the modern world have been these·two, 
the Orange b1ree Sta:te before 1899 and the Swiss · 
confederation. l~nd nai ·ther of these have placed the 
.wealth in the hands of a few. In Ancient d~mocracies, 
Athens did not let a few of its citizens control all 
·the wealth.. It wa~ evenly divided among its citizens. 
VJ hen the woalth of ·the o oun·try is in the hands of a. few, 
it co.uses c "J!'ruption and injustice. Aa Dan·te said 
when, in his journe:y through Hell, he reached the 
dwelling of tho God of l\iches: "Here we found weal th, 
the great enemy,." Democracy has no more persistent or 
insidious foe than.the nmoney power." 
Ideals of America 
Wilson insisted that ·the free people of thia 
l~ Atlantic Month. 90:729, Dec. 1902. 
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nation did not need guardians. The free 
men Y:i'E.nte(l to belong to a natl.on that knew how to 
take care of itself. "The whole stability of a 
dcmocru tic policy rests upon the fact ·t;h~ t ()\'"8!'Y inteu·est 
is every man's interest.,, Und.er t;he form of a domo-
cra. tic government tho common intereg1;s should .. be con-
sidered first, and not the interests of the private 
l 
groups. 
Wilson· emphasized the idealE of .b.merica bi; saylng: 
n'This is the C1luntT:V' ·which has l iftecl to the ad.mira·tio.n 
of the world its idea.ls of absolu'tel~i free opportunity, 
where no man 1.s supposed to be undei~ nrcy limi 'ta. ti on 
except the limitation of his chB-ru.oter and of his mind; 
whe1·e there is; supposed to be no dietinctlon of class. 
no distinction of blood. no distinction Of social status, 
2 
but where men win or lose on their me1' its. " 
It wa::-; the opinion vf va lm.m thEJ.t Americ6. vtood 
for opportunity. America stood·for a government 
responsive to the interests· of all. As long as t}:i.!H~~e 
ideals were not in practice, America could not hold her. 
head high amidst the na.tions as she used to hold it. 
Ho vmnted law to prevent private monopoly t to sec to it 
tha. t the methods b:y whic.h mo nopoli~s hud been built up 
1. North American Review, Oct, 1909, p. 534. 
2. Atlantic Month. 90:?26, Dec. 1902. 
l 
are legall~ made impossi~le. 
Wilson believed that the treasury of America 
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lay in thot..e ambitions of unknown men, those energies, 
that could not be restricted to a special class. It 
depended upon the inventiont:: of unJtnown men, upon the 
originations of unknown men. He said that every 
country was renewed out of the ranks of the.unknown, 
not out of the ranks of those already. famous ~J.nd 
2 
powerful and in control. 
, Re insisted that the limitations on p1'"1'\Tate 
enterprise should be removed., "t!O that t.he next 
generation of youngsters, as they come along, will not 
have to become proteges of benevolent trusts, but will 
be free to go about making their own lives what they 
will; so that we shall taste again the cup. not of 
charity, but of liberty,- the only.wine that ever re-
3 
freshed and renewed the spirit of a. people." 
Regarding the attitude of Taft and Roosevelt 
concerning the regulations of the trUEitS and the 
monopolies, Wilson said that Taft and Roosevelt 
sympathized with the people, their hearts no doubt 
went to the great masses of unknown men in this 
country; but their thought was in close, habi tua.l 
1. New Freedom. p. 125 
2. North Am. Rev., Oct. 1909, p. 539 
3. Atlantic Month. 90:729, Dec. 1902. 
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a;Jsoc ia. ti on with those who had framed. the 
policies of the country during all our life time. 
He declared that those men had framed the protective 
~~riff, and had develbped the trusts. "They were 
willi!!g to act for the people, but they.were not willing 
·1 
to act through the people. n Wilson believed that 
' 
Roosevelt and Taft, whatever may have been their 
intention, linked the government up with the men who 
controlled the finances.. They, like Hamil ton •. 
believed that the· only people who could understand 
government, were the.men who had the biggest financial 
stake in the com.tr1ercial field o:f the country. 
His OQnstr~ctive Progra~. 
Wilson in his speech of acceptance in 1912 
criticized the Payne-Aldrich tariff bill. He declared,. 
"Our own clear conviction as democrats is, that in 
the lust analysis the only safe and legitimat~ object 
of tariff duties, as of taxes of every other kind, is 
to raise revenue for the support of the Government; 
but that is not my present point. We denounce the 
Payne-Aldrich tariff act as the most conspicuous 
example ever afforded the country of the special 
favors and monopolistic advantages ~hich the leaders 
l. New Freedom, P• 125 
of the Republican party have so often shown 
themselves willing to extend to thoe,e to whom they 
l 
looked for campaign contributions.n He said that 
I 
they nrevised" the tariff indeed• but by a method 
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which was a grand make-believe from beginning_ to end. 
''They may have o onvinced themselves of the intelligence 
and integrity of the process, but they have convinced 
.. 
nobody else." He pofnted out that it was the general 
opit1ion throughout the country the. ti this particular 
r.evision was chiefly pretense. _n.nd that it wus the 
first time that ·we had tariff legislation of ·this ld.nd. 
nThe men who were behind the Payne-Aldrich legislation 
knew that they were not giving the country what it 
wanted, and the more thoughtful etatesme·n among them 
. 2 
deeply regretted that they could not." 
Under'Wilsonts_administration.tariff commission 
was re-establishedct In 1909 Congress provided for ·the 
creation of a tariff boardo - The duties of this board 
were to investigate and to report upon the condition 
of various American 'industries, their relation to the 
tariff, their production-costs, the rate of wages paid 
in such industries, and ·the rates paid in corresponding . . 
manufactures in other countries. But before this 
Senate Documents, ·903; 62nd Cong., 2nd Session 
Ibid 
board could accomplish more than a small 
part of the work planned for it. Congress refused 
to continue the appropriations for. its support and 
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it went out of existence in 1912. But in 1916 President 
Wilson took up this matter and persuaded Congress to 
provide onoe more for a tariff commissiono This 
boa.rd· is still in existence •. It o onsists of six 
members appointed by the president with the consent of 
the Senatet the appointees being drawn ~rom both the 
leading political parties. Its duties are to study 
the tariff needs of the a ountry from· every point of 
view and to report annually with recommendations. 
One ~f the mo l~ t important measures of Wilson' a 
first administration °tl'n•S the Underwood tariff bill · 
passed by bongress in- 1913. The basic piinoiples of 
the bill were for the interes·t of public and not· for 
the adva..ntage of the private interests. The· .tariff of 
1897 betrayed the fuct that· its chief author, Dingley, 
·was a. woolen manufacturer. The act of 1909 showed' 
that Aldrich allowed his cotton and woolen manufacturing 
constituents to write the schedules in which they were 
interested. Underwood represented an· iron and steel . . 
district; yet his bill courageously provided for heavy 
reductions in the metals SC.hedule. 
The goal aimed at was defined in the president's 
message of Aprll a. '.'We must abolish. everything that 
bears even the semblance of privilege or of 
any kind of urtif icial advantage and pu·ts our 
business men and producers under ·the stimulation 
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of a constant necessity to be efficient, economical.· 
and enterprising masters 0 f COmpeti ti.Ve supremacy, 
better workers and merchants than any in the world. 
Aside from the duties laid upon articles which we do 
and probably cannot, produce therefore, and the duties 
laid u.pon luxurie.s ·and merely for th~ sake of the 
revenues they yield. the object of the tariff duties 
hencefor·th laid must be effective competition, the 
whetting Of American arts by contest with the arts of 
l 
the rest of the world." The Underwood tariff 
continued some protecttve features, but the schedules 
were really revised downward. 
Under President Wilson 1 s administration the 
Keating Owen child labor law. passed by large 
majorities in both houses, was approved September lt 
2 
1916 to take effect one year later. Following the 
general lines of the Beveridge bill of 1906, it for-
bade shipment in interstute commerce of pruducts of 
any factory employing children in violation of certain 
. requirement~. 
l. Senate Journal 1 63 Cong«t l Sess. 15 
2o Ibid. 
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next after the Underwood tariff ca.me 
banking and currency reform. The Taft administra·tion 
failed to bring it about, and after the eleetion of 
1912 the Democrats advanced it to a prominent plaoe. 
in their plans. Early in the special. sesainn 
convening April 7, 1913, President Wilso~ urged 
Congress to give the business interests of the .c ountr¥ 
a banking and currep.cy system by means of which they 
could make use of the freedom of enterprtse and of 
individual initiative about to be bestowed on them 
l 
by the pending tariff measure. Three days later the 
Owen-Glass federal reserve bill, drafted on lines 
approved by the president a.nd Secretary Ar1cAdoo t was 
introduced. It received the President.'a signature 
December 23. and was hailed a.s the a.drninist1~ation • s 
2 
second great legislative trium.phe ~he main 
objects of the new law were;. (l) to reorganize 
banking power in euoh a way that funds would be 
available to meet extraordinary demands; (2) to 
provide a currency which would expand and contract 
automatically as needed. To meet the first of these 
and place them under suoh control that, as oooasion 
required. they could be brought to bear in aid of 
local banks. The Aldrich Plan of a c·entral reserve 
1. Senate Jour. 63 Cong., 1 Seas. lOOo 
2. Aoad. Polit. Soi., Pr,oceedings, IV. not l-1913. 
bank with branches was popularly regarded as 
an invention of the "money trust" und the act of 
1913 provided rather for. the centralization of 
reserves in regional banks, espea1a.lly created for 
the purpose, and known as federal reserve banks •. 
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The next task was trust regulation; and in a 
message of Jan'Uary 20, 1914, the President called on 
Congress to approach it with the feeling that the 
antagonism between the government and business waa · 
ended, and that each was ready to meet the other 
half•way 0 in a. common effort to square business 
methOis with both public opinion and the law." Five 
tents.ti ve bills, popularly kn ovvn as the "Five 
Brothers" were put .for\111ard: 1. Orea.ting an · 
Interstate Trade Commission. with p~ners to investi-
gate the organization and operation of corporations 
engaged in interstate commerce •. except carriers; 
2. :forbidding·interlocking directorates in inter-
state corporations and railroads. and in bnnks and 
trust companies which were members of a reserve bank; 
3. more aoourately defining various terms used in 
Sherman Anti-Trust Act; 4+ adding to the Sherman 
Anti-Trust.sections against unfair competition by 
means of looal price-cutting. discounts and exclusive 
agreements; 5o authorizing the Intersta·te Commerce 
l 
Oomm!ssion to regulate issues of railway securities. 
l. U. s. St$tutes u.t Large. XX.XVIII, pt. i. pp 717-724. 
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Legislation on these lines proved 
less easy than had been expected and only by a 
fresh display of leadership did the president keep 
his measures steadily before Congress and the country. 
The only important feature of ,the Adminiatru ti on' s 
program of corporation control whiohwas not adopted 
l 
wae the regulation of issues of raill"OS.d securities. 
While the Federal Trade and Anti-Trust bills 
were pending, the. outbreak of war in r.urope brought 
upon .the country ·unexpected problemso F~·tensive · 
legislation became necessary on army reorganization, 
naval expansion. merchant marina. and r'evenue. None 
the le·ss • under. Vlileon' s insistea.ae, Oongr:ess kept 
its earlier program steadily in hando· New· acts were 
passed on child labor. seaman's protection, agricultural 
education. highway improvement and many other matters. 
Wilson, the great champion of·la.bor fought 
against monopolies, because he thought monopolies· never 
had been benevolent to its employees. Wilson did not 
\va.nt a benevole.nt government, but a just government., 
He opposed the ideas of Hamilton that the rich 
people were better fi t·ted to conduct the government. 
He opposed Jefferson's ''let alone policy" and he 
lo U. Sc Compiled Statutes 1918, p. 1429-1435 
insisted that the governmen·t should regulate 
the great industrial enterprises for the interest 
Of the oommon people. 
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· CHAPTFl{ III 
RESPONSIBLE LEADERpHIP IM AMF.JUCAN · GOV.ERN.MH1NT 
Woodrow Wilson onme into.national politics with 
an endowment of read~ng. culture and philosophy, 
equaled by few men in American public life. He belonged. 
indeed, rather to the British type ·of ·public man,· as 
represented by Lord Bryce •. Lord Morley and Mr. Balfour, 
than to the American type. He had a thorough knov1ledge 
of . the science of government. which is s.dm1 tted· ·even 
by his political enemies. 
Certain large pol 1 tical principles stand. out·. 
in Wilson.' a writings e~nd career as Governor and 
President. Of these the most striking. perhaps, is 
his conviction that the President of the· United States 
must be something more than a mere executive 
' ' . 
superintendent. He believed that the entire respon-
sibility for the administration of government should 
rest upon the President, and in order to meet tbat 
responsibility, he must keep the re~ns of. control in 
l 
his··own hands. In his first essays and in his 
later writings Wilson expressed his disgust with ·the 
system of congressional committees which threw enormous 
power into the hands of irresponsible p_rofessi?nal 
1. International Review, Vol. VI, p. 95. 
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politicians, and called for a president who 
would break that system and exercise greater · 
directive authority .. Foi" a time, under the influence 
of· B~geh ot, and ·other wrl ters, he was s.trongly 
inclined toward. the i.ntroduction of something, like the 
parliamentary system into the government of the 
United States. To. the last he regarded the ·president 
as a sort of prime minister, at the head of· his party 
in the legislature nnd able to count absolutely upon 
its loyalty. More than this.ha believed that :the 
president should take n. large share of i~esponsibil ity 
for the legislative programme and.ought to push this 
programme. through by a.ll means at hie disp·osaL. Such 
a creed appeared· in his early wr1 tings and vms; largely 
l 
carried· into operation during hts administration. 
VI e find. him bringi !l..g all possible pre seure upon the 
l~ew Jersey Legislature in order to redeem his campaign 
pledges. 
Wilson believed there should be closer relations 
between the President and Congre·as,. Ac·cordingly, when 
he was elected president, he brolte with th.e precedent 
·which called for the a ending in of written messages, 
and revived the usage of Wash.ington and·tha elder 
Adams by appearing before the legislative branch and 
/ 
l. International Review,. Vol. VI, p. 46-163 - 1879 
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addressing it orally. ·Under this practice, 
communications from the White House became brief• 
direct and fundamental. contrasting agreeably with 
the diffuse a.nd· sometimes wearisome, essays trans-
mitted by Presidents Roosevelt and Taft. . The first 
address after the new manner was delivered April a, .. 
1913, and was a short ~tatement of the principles 
which ought to b·z observed in the. forthooming tariff 
legislation. together with a forceful appeal fo.r 
vigorous and prompt fulfillment of the :par.ty! s 
promises to the country. 
President Wilson issued a statement May 26• 
1913, denounci~g the "extraordinary· exertion" of an 
1•insidious and numerous lobby". to procure changes of 
the Und.erwood bill in the interest of manufa.ctur·era 
l 
and other producers. 
Wilson urged Congress to repeal the ex.emption 
of American coastwise shipping from Panama tolls. 
despite the fact that the Democrat~o platform of 1912 
2 
indorsed the exemptiono The President appeared 
before Congress, March 5. 1914 and urged the repeal 
of the controverted clause, as not only a violation 
of treaty obligation. but. a product of mistaken aconom1o 
3 
policy. 
l• Review of Reviews, XLVIII -.7. 
2• Democratic Campaign Text Book, 1912, P• 36. 
3• Senate Jou.r., 63 Cong •• 2nd Sess. 136. 
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After a contest which tho:s.~oughly tested 
the Preeident•a power over his party. the repealing 
l 
bill became a law, June 15, 1914. 
fiiany times his intervention in the work of 
law-making was deno uuced as diotat.orial by his 
political opponen .. i>s, and it was 'disliked by some 
members of' ·the Democratic party. We may say that his 
oomeption of pres~dential ,leadership in legislation 
became o.ne of his c hie:f contributions t·o American 
political methods. 
Both in his writings and in his actions, Wilson 
always advocated. government by party. · Theox·etically 
and in practice he was opposed to coalition government, 
, 
for~ in his belief,.it divided responsibility. According 
·.~4· 
to Wilson, powerful leadership. on natinnal lines was 
indispansuble. Re believed that the ~resident must be 
not only the head of the administra:tive system and the 
leader of his party, but the directing :force in 
legislation as well. It seems that the people nowadays 
expeot the president to manage Congress, and if he 
does not, they pronounce him a failure] 
f 
~resident Roosevelt reco~nized and acted upon 
these assumptions more fUlly than bad any oocupant 
of the White House since Lincoln; and largely on that 
l. o. s. Statutes at Large Xll'VIII," xi, p 386-385. 
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account his presidency became a notable 
epoch of constructive legislation and national 
revival.. President Taft inclined to a legalistic 
View Of the Chief executiVe 1 S functions, and hesitated 
to assert legislative leadership. He failed to 
accomplish the legislative.program·which the nation 
demanded; accordingly, the record of his administra-
tion. was dimmed and his own political fortunes were 
blighted •. 
President Wilson pr.omptly assumed a leadership 
such as not even Roosevelt had conceived, His 
reasons were two-fold; first, he believed that suoh 
leadership would yield unity 0 responsibility a.nd 
dispatch, similar to that of the English oabinet 
system; a.nd second, he thought leadership a spacial 
need \'irhen }lis party wae .new to power and bent on 
gaining the estee·m of the country by a. careful 
legisl~tive polioyo 
He liked the Englizh form of government because 
in England the responsible rulers e.re simply a committee 
of parliament, composed of the leaders of the political 
party which has won the pe?ple's confidence at the 
polls. These leaders control the government in both 
its executive and legislative branches. They propose 
and pass needed legislation, and they likewise enforce 
it. They are hampered by no ncheok and balance"; they 
govern directly, with immediate personal 
responsibility for .their au.ooess or failure. The 
one source of their a.uthori ty is public opinion. 
4l 
and they hold office only so long as the people indorse 
their nets. Bills are not stral_lgled in committees as 
with us. They are openly proposed and debated in full 
parliament, and the responsible ministers must be_ready 
l 
at any moment to defend and explain them. 
I 
Wilson's strongest conviction was that the 
president should necessarily assume an acti v~~· energetic 
o ontrol. He should ta.k.e his posi tlon as the responsible 
captain of the party, and b'eoome the chief instrument 
in directing its policies. in both the legislative 
2 
and executive department. 
He declared, "The Federal government lacks. 
strength because its powers are divided, lacks promptness 
b eoause its authorities are multiplied, lacks wieldinesa· 
b eoa.use its· processes are ro unda.bo ut, lacks eff ioiency 
because lts responsibility is indistinct and its 
action without competent direction. It is a government 
in which every officer may talk about every other 
officer's duty without having to render strict account 
for µot doing his own, and in which the masters are 
1. Bryce. Modern Damocraoy. Vol. II, p. 325. 
2. Congressional Government. p. 280. 
held in check and offered contradiction 
l 
by the servants." 
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Wilson emphasized that in actual praotio~ in 
the Uni tad States, so :far as the president \'Vas a.n 
executive. officer. he was the servant of congress 
owing to our system, and the members of the cabinet, 
being co~ined to executive functions, were altogether 
the servant of congress. Congress must, act through 
the president and his cabinet; the president and his 
cabinet must wait upon the will of congress., There 
2 
is no one supreme, ultimate head. 
It was the op~nion of .Wilson that the federal 
form of government is so.complicated that the average 
citizen: cannot under.st~nd it, His chief aim was to 
simplify the sy~tem of government by substituting some 
kind of responsible leadership in pla.oe of the 
3 
irresportaibility of boss o-0ntrolled parties. 
He emphasized that 1n the American government we 
have no centralized responsibility. Its branches a.re 
unconneoted; their efforts are no~ directed to one aimo 
·He said that a president can· do little, for he may 
not be in position to lead either congress or the 
nation] 
l. Congressional Government, P• 290. 
2. Ibid. - 283. 
3. ·International Review, Vol. VI, P• 50. 
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C HA.PTIDH IV 
TASKS 0.b' Rl~FOfiltlATION 
Aocordi.ng to Wilson, the nations are renewed 
' from the bottom, not from the top. He believed that 
the genius which springs up from the ranks of unknown 
men is the genius which renews the youth and energy 
of the people~ 
Wilson emphasized that it; was o tie of the glories 
·of America· that nobody we.a able to predict from what 
family,. from v11hat region. from what race even,, ·the 
leaders of this country were going to come .. The· great 
leaders of this country had seldom come from the 
: establiE:hed "successf:u:J.;'J. families• He oaid t 0 I 
remember speaking at a school not long ago where I 
unde1'stood that almost all the young men were the sons 
of very rich people, and I told them I looked upo.n 
them with a great deal of pity, be~ause, I said; 'Most 
of you fellows are doomed to obscurity. You will not 
do anything. You will never try to. do en.ything, and 
with all the great tasks of the country waiting to be 
done, probably you are the very men wh:o will decline 
to do thel'nt'" He believ·ed _:that some man who had the 
whip of nece~sit~ laid on his back, would emerge out 
of the crowd, understand the interests of the nation, 
united and not separated, and would stand up and 
l 44 
lead us. 
Wilson, like Socrates. believed that wealth 
is the parent of luxury and indolence. Socrates 
said. "When a potter becomes rich he no longer takes 
the same pains with his art. He grows more and more 
indolent and careless, and the result is that he 
becomes a worse potter.u 
Wilson went on further and said that he had 
found an audience made up of the "commo.n people" 
quicker to take a point, quicker to understand an 
argument, than maey a college class that he had 
lectured to, and he said that not because the college 
·class lacked the intelligence, but because college 
boys were not in contact with the actual life day by 
day; "you do not have to explain to them what touohes 
2 
them to the quick." 
Wilson, who always stood for· the common people 
and for their interests, liked the Roman Catholic 
Church, because it always has been a democratic 
institution. He said that there is no peasant so 
humble that he might 'not become a priest. and no 
priest so obscure that ,he might not become a Pope of 
Christendom. And he pointed out that every chancellery 
l. New Freedom, p. 84 
2. Ibid. 85 
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in Europe~ every court in Europe, was ruled 
by thes_e learned, trained and accomplished men, 
the priesthood of that_ great and dominant body. "What 
kept government alive in the M1ddle Ages was this 
constant rise of the sap from the bottom, from the 
rank and file of the great body of the people through 
l 
the open_ Channels Of the priesthood• n 
He pointed out that when our government had so 
far passed into the hands of special interests; when 
the doctrine was _implicitly avowed that only select 
classes had the equipment necessary for carrying on 
government; \\1hen so many consoie.nttous citizens; 
smitten with the scene of special wrong and suffering, 
had fallen victims to the fallacy that the benevolent 
government can be meted out to the people by kind• 
hearted trustees of prosperity and guardians of the 
w~lfare of the dutiful employees• "today, supremely, 
does it behoove this nation to remember that a people 
shall be saved by the power that sleeps in its own 
deep bosom, or by none; shall.be renewed in hope in 
c onso!enoe·. in strength·, by waters welling up from its 
oVJn sweet, perennial springs·. Not from above; not by 
patronage of 1 ts aristocrats. The flower does not 
bear the root·, but the root the flower. Everything thu t 
l •. Baker·, "College and Sta.ten Vol. II, p. 72. 
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blooms in beauty in the air of hea.v:en draws 
its fairness, its vigor, from its roots. Nothing 
living can blossom into fruitage except through 
nourishing stalks deep-planted-in.the common soil. 
The rose is merely the evidence of _the vitality of 
the root, and real source of its beauty; the very 
blush that it wears upon its tender cheek, comes from 
\ 
those ·silent sources of life that-lie hidden in the 
chemistry of the soil-. Up from that soil, up from the 
silent bosom of the earth, rise the currents of life 
and·energy.· Up from the common soil, up from the 
quiet heart of the people, rise joyously today streams 
of hope and determination bound to renew the face of 
l 
the earth in glory." 
Then he, like Fla~o.·believed in common . 
education. ·He believed that the public schools were 
·the great melting-pot of America., "the. plaoe where we. 
are all made Americans. is the public aohool, where 
men of every race t:.nd of every origin and of every 
station in life send their children, or ought to send 
their children, and where, being mixed together. the 
youngsters are all infused with the American spirit 
2 
and develop into American men and women." 
l. New Freedom, p.88. 
2. Ibid P• 90 
Wilson emphasized that wherever we find 
school boards th.ti. t object to opening the sohool-
ho uses in the evening for public meetings of e·very 
proper sort, we had better look around for some 
politician who was objecting to it; because he 
believed, that ·the th.ing that cured bad politics 
was to tallt with the neighbors. He said -that we 
should get the neighbors together and get them 
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frankly to tell everything they know. Then our 
politics, ward, city and state politics too• would 
be turned ,inside out, in the way they ought to be •. 
It was his b.elief that nothing cleared the air like 
l 
frank discussion. 
He believed ·tha.t the common ·education would 
lift high the standard of· ·the common interest and the 
common justice that all men wtth vision. all men with . \ 
hope, all men with convtcti ons o"f America in their 
hearts, would crowd to that standard. Then we will 
have a .new day of achievement and reformation.· 
0Ren Process of Politic~ 
Wilson wanted open political discussions; he 
wanted the methods of leadership to be open and above 
board. not closed with "boa.rd of guardians" or anybody 
l~ Wilson's Grea~ Speeches, .p. 125. 
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else; he wanted to bring out all the 
political discussinns u.nder the sky, where honest 
eyes can look upon them and honest eyes can judge of 
them• 
He said• "In the first place,· it is necessary 
to open up all the processes of our politics. They 
had ~een too seore.t, too complicated, too round-:wabout; 
they have co ns1sted too muoh of private conferences 
and secret understandings, ·of the control o.f legislation 
by men.who were not legielatorst but who stood outside 
' 
and dictated. controlling often times by very question-
able means. which they would not have· dreamed of 
· allowing to become public•" He insisted that the whole 
process should be altered. · VJe should take the selection 
of candidates for office. for example. out of the hands 
of small groups of men, of little coteries, out of 
the hands of machines working behind closed doors. and 
put it into the hands 9f the people themselves again, 
he sai~, "by means of direct primaries and elections 
to which candidates of every sort and degree may have 
free access.n He emphasiz~d that we shou1d substitute 
l 
public for private machinery. 
In the second place he said that we should give 
society command of its ovm eoonomto life again by 
denying to those who conduct the great modern operations 
l. Baker, College and State, Vol. II, P• 182., 
of business, the privaoy that used to belo~g 
properly enough to men who used only their own 
capital and their individual energy in business. 
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He declared that ·the process of capital should be 
open aa the prooess of politics. "Those who make use 
of the great modern accumulation of wealth. gathered 
., 
together by the dragnet process of the sale of st~oks 
and bonds, and piling up of reserves, must be treated 
as under a. public obligation; they must be made 
responsible for their business methods to the great 
communities whioh a.re in fact their working partners, 
so that the hand which ma.lees correction shall easily 
reaah them and a. nav principle of· responsibility be 
l 
felt throughout their· structure and opera.tion.n 
' 
So Wilson believed that one of the chief 
oharaoteristios of democracy was that the ligh·t should 
be let in on all processes of law-making. He related 
a story of the· Irishman, who, while digging a hole 
was asked, ,,Pat, what are you doing,"" digging a hole?" 
And he replied, nNo • sir, .I am digging the dirt and 
leaving the hole. 11 Then Wilson ea.id that it was 
probably the same Irishman who, seen digging around 
the wall of u house t was ask alt "Pat., what are you 
doing?'' And he. answered, "Faith, I am letting the dark 
l. Ba.kei .. , College and State• Vol. II, p. 188. 
out of the cellar.n Wilson in this way 
emphasized that wa.s exactly what vJe wanted to do, 
2 
to let the dark out of the oellaro 
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He declared that the business of a demooratio 
government should be served-by thoughtful progressive 
legislation, but it should be served openly, with a 
careful regard to letting everybody be heard and every 
interest be considered; the interest which was not 
backed by money as well as the interest which was. 
and he said that this could be accomplished only by 
means of simplification of our methods which would 
center the publio trust in small groups of men who 
would lead. ttnot by reason of legal authority, but by 
reason of ·their contact with and amenability to pub11o 
l 
opiniono" 
·Wilson stressed the faot that our legislation 
was not conducted in the open. It was not worked out 
, in tbe open on the floors of our assemblies, but was 
framed and digested in committee rooms. It was in 
committee rooms that legislation not desired by the 
interests died. It was in committee rooms that lagis-
lati·=>~ desired by the interests was framed and brought 
forth~ There was not enough . debate on· 1 t in open house, 
in most cases, to disclose the real meaning of the 
l. Atlantic Monthly, P• 289 • March, 1901. 
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proposals made. He pointed out that .the 
Payne-Aldrich Tariff .Aot was the ix1dication of 
the chief ·triruups of committee work... He said· that 
this act was designed in the secret room of the 
committee~.. The questions put upon the floor in the 
l 
House ·and Senate were not frankly or truly·answered. 
. . 
He characterized the American government,. as a 
. 2 
government of· the standing committees of; congress •. 
He put ·his emphasis.on these points. toot· 
whenever any public business is· transacted.~ wherever 
plans affeo ting :the public welfare, oomf o~t • or·· 
convenience go. forwa~d, wherever political policies 
ai:e formulated~, or candidates agreed upon~. "over that 
place a voi.ce must speak with the divine .~rerogative 
3 
of a people'.s will.-.. the words:·· ,'Let there be light~~· 
Wilson~.like ~ennyson became the great champion 
of popular government·,. and he undoubtedly had read 
these lines of Tennyson~. in which the poet had 
expounded the theory of popular government striltingl~": 
"A nation yet, the rulers and the ruled-
Some sense of duty,,. something of a faith·. 
Some reverenoe for the laws ourselves 
have made·,. 
Some patient force to change them when 
we will,. 
Some oi vie manhood firm a_ga.inst the 'crowd. •t 
i·. Baker. College and Sta t.e, Vol. II •. p. 121. 
2o Wilson, Congressional Government. P• 43 · 
3. Baker, College and State, Vol. II, P• 191. 
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Wilson also had stated his mind 
remarkably in his criticism of so•oalled 
reprosentat:tve government. "In theoryt" he said, 
"we are living under a republic, and call ours a 
representative government of party bosses, who in 
secret conference and for their private ends determine 
what we shall and shall not have. We must rescue 
politics from the speoial interests and their tools, 
tho pr ofcssional bosses." He believed that we should 
lteep party organization, but we should malt.a all parties 
organizations of the people. no longer of tha bosses. 
"'The first. the immediate thing that.we have got to do 
is to restore representative government. There has 
got to be a popular rebellion for the reconquest and 
reassumption by the people of .the rights of the people, 
too long surrendered. We have got to revolutionize 
our political machinery, ·first of all. I am e. 
radical, and the first element of my radicalism~ is, 
let's get at· the root of the whole· thing· and rescue 
popular government. Let's make possible the access of 
l 
the people to the. execution of their purposes." 
He became so strongly an advooator of popular 
govei .. nment that he wanted tho direct election of judges; 
and also advocated presidential primaries. 
l. Living Age, No. 16, 1918, p. 432. 
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Attitude Towards Judiciar~ 
Oonoerning his attitude towards the judiciary, 
we find among the older nations that they had ma.de all 
their magistrates appoint1vet with the oonoaption 
that the people were not qualified in selecting their 
]. 2 
judges. The ancient prophets, Jeremiah and Moses 
stressed the faota that this Qf fioe should be filled 
by men who had \Visdom\l courage a.nd temperance. 
Wilson, hovvever, thought that the election of 
judges would purify the functions of the administra-
tion of justice. despite the fact that many wise men· 
and prophets thought that even carefully selected, 
appointed judges might not administer their functions 
righteously. Nor did Wils9n believe that the recall 
of judges or Roosevelt's proposal of a recall of 
. , 
judicial decisions would be fl,ny remedyo He declared 
that at o.ne time lindor the appointive system the 
Southern Pacific Railroad owned the Supreme Co1a't of 
the State of Oo.lifornia. 11Would ·you remedy that 
situation by recalling ·th1~ ~udges of tho court? What 
good would tho. t do, so long as the Southern Pao ific 
Railroad could substitute others for them? You would 
not be cutting deep enough. Where you want to go is. 
l. Jex., XXIII, 3. 
2'., Deut. I, 16. 
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to the process by which ·those ·judges are 
selected. And when you get there, you will reach 
tho moral of the whole discussion, because the moral 
o:f it all is that the people of the United·Statea 
have suspected until their suspicions have been justified 
by all ~orts of substantial and unanswerable evidence, 
that, in place after place, at turning-points in the 
history of this country we have been controlleil: by 
private under~tandings .and no·t by the public interest; 
and that influences VJhich were improper, if not oor1'upt, 
have determined everything from the making of laws to 
the administration of justice." He believed that the 
disease lay in the region where these men get their 
nominations; and if we could recover for tho people 
the eeleoting of judges.· we wo"uld not have to trouble 
about their recall. He said, "Selection is of more 
l 
radical oonsequenoe than election." 
Wilson did not only ignore the advice of wise 
men, but he also ignoi .. ed. the facts that the cons·ti tutions 
of most Of the other larger countries ha.d all made 
2 
their judges appointive. 
We believe that Wilson might have seen the weakness 
of his theory, because, when in 1912, Roosevelt inserted 
l •. North . .American ~eview, MB.y,1910, Vol. CXCI, p.5990 
2. McBay & Hogers,."The Constitutions of Europe." 
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in the Progressive party pla.tfo·nn the plank. of 
the recall, including the recall of judicial decisions, 
and while Te.ft in opposition to Roosevelt, inserted in 
the Hepublioan party. platform th_e plaru~ pronouncing 
the judicial recall nunnecessa.ry and unwise," we find 
that the Democratic .platform vvas silent on this issue. 
Vlhioh was an indication that Wilson either had changed 
his views. or he was not able to convince the leaders· of 
the Democratic party. 
There is a close similarity between Plato and 
Wilson. Plato, w~ may say ~he wisest of all men, saw 
his shortcomings in dealing wit~ sooinl problemst as 
Wilson did. Plato·, in his day saw the corruption of the 
Athenian family, and became so disgusted with ita selfish , 
motives that he ~egan to advocate communism. In his 
. Republic ha we!ft as far as to advocate that in the 
l 
perfeoti state wives and children should be in common. 
However, he saw the .deficiency of his theory, because 
in his last work. 1'Law" he d.id not mention the abolish-
ment of family. 
Undoubtedly, Wilson. like Plato. saw the defect 
of his theory of direct eloc.tion of judges, because 
the Democratic party platfo:rms of 1912, and 1916 were 
silent on this issue. Besides this. his last writings 
show the tendancy of Wilson to believe like Ibsen, that 
l. Plato's Republic, Op. VIII. 
the masses a1"e nothing but the re-.w material 
l 
that must be fashioned into a people., 
~~esi~ential Primaries 
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As fo.r the question of presidential primaries•· 
'We find that Wilson like Roosevelt advocated the direct 
primary.. The Progressive party in 1912 •. under the 
leadership of Roosevelt inserted in its platform, the 
plank of the direct primary; a nation-wide presidentia.l-
primary.. Wilson's ideas were that the national conven-
tion should be so reco~£truoted as to contain only 
persons already nominated for seats in the House of 
Representatives and for vacant sea.ts 1n the Senate, 
senators with unexpired terms,, ·the members of the 
national committees, and the Presidential candidat.ee· Its 
function should be merely to ratify the verdict of the 
primaries and to formula &e the party platform., In 1914 
several bills based upon the president's sug8estion were 
introduced.. Brief d.iscussion,, however. brought out the 
fact that a system of pres:idential primaries under 
federal law would raise many constitutional difficulties 
and no action was taken.. Wilson did not renew his 
proposals and the country readily fell back upon the 
plan of leaving it to the states •. 
l~ See Defects of Democracy. 
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Progressivism in Pract~~ 
l:i.s Prasident-eleo't, Wilson continued to show 
strong progressive in'clinatlons. He took counsel with 
·only fellow-partisans of a progresBi\Te turn of mind; 
and shortly· before his inauguration he published a 
collection of revised campaign speeches, under the 
title Of nThe Uew Freedomn , in which he Sketohed. OU t 
a broad prog.rarn of ref om wi·th a view of fl tting a new 
social organization to the happ1neaa and prosperity 
of the great body of citizenf.1·· He retained the governor's 
office in New Jersey until March l., and ma.de the closing 
weeks of his stay at Trenton notable by carrying 
.. 
through the legislature a group of bill~, popularly 
termed, "the seven sisters 11 a.imed at ·the better regula-
1 
tion of trusts and holding compcinie-. 
· In his first inaugural addres~, "Our Dutyn he 
urged "to cleanse, to reconsider·, to restore. to correct 
the evil w.i thout impairing the gooq, to purify and 
hut.aanize every process of our common life wi tho,ut 
weakening or sentiman·talizing 1 t • •'•". We have made up 
our minds to square every process of our national life 
again with the· standardr:Lvt1!3'sO proudly sot up at the 
beginning and have always carried in our hearts. Our 
l. American Year Book+ 1913. P• 344. 
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•ark is a work of restoration." 
Protest was specially lodged against a 
tariff which "cuts us off ,from our proper part in the 
commerce of the "'1orld •. violates the first principles of 
taxation, v.nd makos the government 1.1. facile instrument 
in the hands of pri ve,te interests; t~ banking and 
currency system based upon the necessity of the govern-
ment to sell its bonds fifty years ago and perfectly 
adapted to concentrating cash and reatrio·ti.ng credits; 
an industrial system which~D~ holds oipital in leading 
strings~ restricts the liberties and limits the 
o pportu.ni ties1 of labor, and exploits ~vi thout l·enewing 
or conserving the natural resources of the country; 
a body of agricultural activities never. yet given the 
efficiency of gree,t business underta.k:ings or served 
as it shoulcl be through the inatrumente.li ty of sc ienoe 
ta.ken directly to the fa.rm, or afford~d the facilities 
of credit best suited to its prao·ttaa.1 needs; water-
courses undeveloped; waste places unrealaimed,. forests 
untended, fast disappearing without plan or .prospect of 
f 
renewal. unregarded wa.ste heaps at every mine,. n 
Stress was laid, too, on tho need of "conservation of 
human health and humen right.s 11 in the struggle for 
existence, as a matter, not of pity, but of simple 
l. American Year Book, 1913, p, 14. 
justice. The address was full of feeling, 
yet strong and ~aneible. It included most of the 
l 
tenets of the progressive movement. 
Shortly after his election Wilson began to 
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carry on his administrative programme. ·He announced 
that he would convoke the Sixty-third Congress in 
speolal session to undertake a revision of the t~riff 
on the l lnes la,,id down in the democratic platform. 
This special segsion began April 7. and lasted until' 
.the opening of the next regular s~sston, December lo 
For both length and achievement it became one of the 
mos·t notable in the hist::n.'y of the country. 
Among the important bills passed under. his 
I 
administration were: the Underwood tariff bill passed 
:tn .. 1913; the Owen-Glass federal reserve bill pa.esed 
in 1913; the Cla~ton Act passed in 1914; the Keating-
Owen child labor law pD.ssed in 1916 and the l~damson law 
passed in 1916. 
Wilson co.me into American politics with the 
great spirit of reformation. His political oppo~ents 
dubbed him a mere academician, a "pedagogue" and a 
theorizer. But he revealed himself to be no less a man 
of aff~irs than a scholar. He had a vast fn.nd of 
l. Nation, XOVI, 222. 
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political information and exceptional powers 
of speech; and he beoame one of the greatest leaders 
in the history of the American people. He did not let 
any one dictate to or control him in regard to his 
poli ticnl progressive beliefs t}S a. univers.i. ty president, 
a governor and a president of the Uni·ted States. Ha 
stood f:lrmly a.nd fought :t.'or his convictions and 
ideals. 
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0 HA.:P TER V 
AMl~lU C.A~UZAT I o~i 
Wilson believed that this was ·the only country 
in the world which experienced consta.nt and repeated 
rebirth. Other countries d·spended up::m the m.111tipl1-
cation of their own native people. "This country is 
constap.tly drinking strength out of new sources by 
the voluntary association with "it of great bodies of 
a trong men and. forward looktng women of other land.s. 
And so by the gif"t of the free will of independent 
people it is being constantly renewed from generation 
·to generation by tho same process by which it was 
originally created. It is cs if humanity had determined 
to see to it that this great Nation, founded for the 
benefit of humanity, should not laok for the allegiance 
1 
of the people of the world.n 
It is true that America is the most cosmo-
politan land in the world. But still one can find 
that in this land of the "Melting Pot'r, racial differ-
encee and prejudices are very hostile and striking. For 
instance, u German culls an Italian °Dago", implying 
that an Italian he.e no buslness to be here, never 
thinking about his own origin or l'"ace, but he becomes 
l. Talbot, Americaniz&tion, p. 78 
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angry when he hears himself called a "Hun" 
by the Italian. The name of Jew is Qo abuoed that 
one thinks of Jews, not as a race, but only as dollar 
lovers. 
Beside these various races is the so-called native 
stock of America; that is, those who have forgotten 
their origin. consider themselves the only pure 
Americanstocg in the land and are proud of it. But 
when a foreigner argues with one of this type, he can 
say, nyou have no business to be proud of betng an 
American, because the only real Americans are the 
native Indians." An Indian chief speaking onoe in a 
great auditorium said frankly. "I should like to know 
how muny o~f you in this audience have Indian blood in 
your veins. Please hold up your hands. 11 He counted 
about twenty or twenty-five,, and said, ''There are only 
twenty-five Americans in this auditorium, s.ll the rest 
of you are foreigners. We welcome you to our land." 
Great effort has been made by certain organizations 
to overcome racial prejudices and hos·tili tiea, but some 
of these efforts have been in vain. According to 
Wilson, in order to Americanize foreign elements, we 
must avoid deprecating their race or nationality. These 
things are very sacred and ought not to be deprecated, . 
and he declared that Lhe man who went among thorn to 
trade upon their nationality, "is not worthy to live 
l 
under the Sta.rs and Strip~s-." 
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Wilson did not look dovm on the foreigners 
but welcomed them, because he knew the foreigners of 
to-day were the Americans of tomorrow. He deals.red 
that the charactoristio of Amex·ica was that it was 
ma.de of the best contributed out of all nations· •. 
Re said, "Sometirnes when I am in the, presence of an 
American citizen who was an immigrant to America·, I 
think that he has a certain advantage over me. I did 
not choose to be an Amerioan but he did. I was born 
to it~ I hope if I had no~ been, I would have had 
sense enough to choose it. But the mep. who came to 
America are deliberately .Americans • ·• • They came out 
of other countries and say-, 1we cast our lot with you, 
2 
and we will live with you.•" And he insisted that 
the first business of the director of the work of 
Americanization, "is to see that his own heart is 
3 
swept clean nnd kept olea.n of race pre judioe •" 
Wilson·, however, did not ignore the fact that 
some of the foreign born citizens were not Americans 
a. t he a.rt• He said, "I fear that a la.r ge number of our 
fellow-citizens born in other lands have not entertained 
with sufficient intensity and affection the American 
l. The Triwnph of Ideals. P• 144. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Talbot, Americanization. P• 78 
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Ideals." But he said that the number of such 
was not large surely• Those who would seek to 
represent them were very ~ooal, but they were not very 
influential• Wilson declared that some of the best men 
of America came out of foreign lands and· some of the 
best "stUff" in ·America was in the men who were· 
naturalized ci tizena. of the United States• "I would not 
be afraid of the test of "America First" to take a 
census of all the foreign-born citizens of the United 
State a, for I know that the vast majority o f them oame 
here because they ·believed in America; and their belief 
in America has made them better oi tizens than some· · 
people who were born in America.;· They can say that they· 
have bought this privilege· with a great price. They 
have left their homes, they have left their kindred, 
they have broken all the nearest and dearest ties of 
human life in order to come to a new land,· take a new 
roota.ge,· begin a new life, and so by self-sa.crifice 
express their co nf.'idence in a new principle; whereas• 
it cost us none of these things. We y1er·e born imto 
this privilege; we were rocked and oradled in 1~; w~ 
did nothing. to create it; and it is,therefore, the 
greater duty on 01* part to do a greet deal to enha.noe 
and preserve it." 
l. Wilson's Great Speeches,. p._ 75 
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He declared, "I would a great deal 
rather bo obliged to draw pepper up my nose than to 
observe the hostile gla'.nces of my neighbors. I would 
a great deal rather endure any sort of physical hardship 
l 
if I· might haire the a.ffeot:ton of my fellow-men .• '1 
It ¥las his conviction that we tronstantly dis-
. c ipline our fellow-ci ti zena by having an -opinion about 
themo That was the sort of discipline we ought ·now to 
administer to everybody who was not to the very oore of 
his heart an American. 0 Just have an· opinion about him 
and let him eltperie.nce the a.tmospher-i'o effects of that 2 • 
opinion.n 
Other writer·a have stressed similar ideas. saying 
that you may give the alien evening schools and 
continuation schools; you may teach his wife in the home 
and his daughter in the factory; you may flood him 
with reprints of the Deolara.tion of Independence and 
speeches of Lincoln; and when you have :f'inished, you 
vlill be .no farther alo.ng the road of winning his heart 
and hia co-operation than when you began.· ,_ 
nwha t we have to do is the ref ore ti. clear e.n.o ugho 
It is not, as the now popular phrase ha.a it, that we 
must Americani~a the Ame1'ioans. It is much more· than 
l. Wilson•s Great Speeches. p. 75 
2_. Ibid, P• '17 
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that. Bef~re the immigrant can be won over. 
we must Americanize America herself. We must lift 
American institutions and American practices to the 
high plane of America's own traditions. We must come 
to look upon the immigrant as he ls~ a boon to .us and 
an equal, instead of a nuisance and an uninvited inveder. 
And we must somehow meet his ideal of us and our country 
by fashioning them in the mould of the ideals and the 
aspirations of the twentieth century. When we have done 
this much. life itself will take oare of the future. For 
America is still very much in the mak:Lng, and it will 
require .the e~ergy and the goodwill and. the traditions 
of all the peoples . of the earth, working together,., to 
make her what she started out to be. a greater and a 
l 
f ree.r and· e. nobler Eu.rope." 
gis Policy in Practice 
In Wilson's administration the bill for the 
literacy test for immigrants again oame before Congress 
and was vetoed twice by Wilson. The first appearance 
of this lo~-debated literacy test was in 1897. when 
both houses of Congress passed by heavy majorities. 
a bill excludiug persons over.sixteen yea.rs of age who 
were not able to read or write English or some other 
l. "Americanization", Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 125, p. 416. 
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language q . ]'eeling that the proposal was na 
radical departure from our national policy relating 
to immigrants," President Cleveland interposed his 
veto, .and the measure failed, although for the lack of 
l 
only a. few votes in the senate •. 
Agitation for increased restriction bore fruit 
in an important statute in the Roosevelt period, .approved 
2 
February 20, 1907 •. · It raised the head tax to four 
dollars; made fresh add.i tions to the e:xc'luded classes. 
and so on~· A litero.oy test. although adopted in the 
senate,.·. was finally abandoned,. . 
From 1907 discussion centered mainly about the 
literacy testlJ On the fundamental proposition that 
the volume of immigration was outrunning the country's 
capao :tty for assimilation there was general a.'greement •. 
The obvious need, therefore, was legislation which would 
.. 
not only safeguard the qua.li ty and 'greatly reduce the 
quantity of the yearly i.nfluxq For such legislation 
3 
orgart.1 zed labor was espe.cially clamorous. As a me'ans 
to the desired end, the 1.1 teraoy test had much in its 
favor. It was eimplet direct. and easily enforoeableo 
Furthermore; the test had substantial backLng; President 
McKinley and Roosevelt advocated it; the Immigration 
l. Latane. Ame. as a World Power (Am. Nation. 
XXV., oh.a.pa XVII) 
2. u. s. Statutes at Large, XY..XIV pt.i. i, p. 898-911. 
3. Samuel Gompers in the .Am., :&1edera.tionist, Jan. 1911. 
Commission urged it; proposals for it passed 
both houses of Congress; the American Federation 
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of Labor, the railroad brotherhoods, and practically 
all other labo::c organizations were on record for.it. 
. . .'\' .. 
These arguments were by· no means ooncluslve. It 
was both charged and admitted that the propos'ed policy 
was one of reatric·tion,. not selection. · But was· any 
policy justifiable whose main purpose was not selection? 
Would this 'form of test aooo.rd wi'th the American tra.di tion 
of hospitality to honest men of every conditlqn? 
In April, 1912, the Senate passed an immigration 
bill. containing a literacy test, and in the following 
June the B:ouf;ie passed a bill, applying the test in 
somewhat· milder form. 1:.. compromise was reached; but 
after hearings in which the literacy clause was warmly 
supported by the labor interests, l?resident Taft 
reluctantly vetoed the bill, February 14, 1913, on the 
ground that it violated a principle, "which ought to be 
1 
upheld in dealing with our 1mmigratinn .. " The ~en.ate 
re-passed the measure by a vote of 72 to 18, but by a 
margin of thirty-three votes the House failed to raise 
\ 
the necessary two-thirds majority. 
At the first session of Congress :tn Wilson's 
administration fresh bills upon the subject made· their 
1.· Cong.· Record, 62 Cong., 3 Sees., pt, iv., p. 3155. 
appearance, and on February 15. 1914, the House 
passed s. mes.sur·e substantially identical with that 
vetoed by President Taft •.. Action in the Senate was 
delayed until January 2,, 1915, when by a vote of 50. 
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to 7 •· a bill of similar purport was put through. . Again. 
1 
the proposed legislation· was blocked by a veto •. 
Hearings were held, but President Wilson could not be 
brought.to accept a teat based on any principle other 
than qualitative .selection. Like Cleveland and Taft, 
he saw in a.clause excluding "those to whom the 
oppo1·tuni ties of elementary education have baon deniedt 
without r~gard to the:i.r character•· their purpos(.1 • or 
their natural capacity,." a r~1.dioa.l and unwarranted 
departure from "the traditional o.nd long-established 
poliay" of the co~try.. The Senate re-passed. the 
bill, but the House lacked four votes of a suff.icient 
ma.Jori ty •· 
A new bill carried in both houses ·early in the 
session of 1916-1917. but was vetoed by the Presidont, 
on grounds similar to those earlier advanced. The 
House. however, promptly overrode the veto by a vote 
of 287 to 106, · and the Senate by a vote of G2 to 19. At 
the last it was apparent that the main object in the 
legislation was to limit the labor supply; and the 
l •' Cong. 11ecord, 62 Cong., 3 Sess1, -pt. iii., P• 24Bi. 
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placing of the law upon tho st~1tute book was one 
of the multiplying evidences of the :power of organized 
labor in the country. There was reason to believe that 
the views of unbiased people were i~epresented l"athor 
l 
by the President than by Congress. 
Wilson, like Cleveland and Taft opposed· ·the 
literacy test because he. like them, thought that it 
wo.s against i,ihe long-established tradition of America, 
He did not want to close the door of hope to the 
opprcssedo And he emphasized ·that 1 t was not fair to 
the great multitudes of hopeful men and women who· 
came into this c ountl"Y from other.countries that· we· 
should leave them vd thout friendly and intimate 
instruction which ~.uould enable them very soon after 
they came to find out what Ame:dca was like and what 
America v:ao intcndec.1 for among the nations of the 
\VOrldt1 And he declared that no nation oould live 
without vision~ and no vision would e:xalt a nation 
except the vislon of "real liberty end real justice 
and purity of conduct," 




Th~ League of Nat~on~ 
The central idea of the League of Nations, 
: . 
Wilson suid, was that nations shoulii ~ooperate for 
pea~.~-!-· The idea was· not new. It has as, its.support 
the doctrine of Christianity, which ha.s been preached 
nearly two thousand years. The most civilized nations 
of the world are u:Pholding the teaching of the Great 
Master, who said, ''And he who doth not talce hi.s cross 
and follow after me, is not worthy of me." wa might 
say that the idea of the League of llations is older 
than Christianity. The Age of Stoicism was the age of 
brotherhood and humanity. They believed in the world's 
citizenships. The ancient philosophers before Christ 
had already planted in the hearts of men.the great 
humani ta.rian princ·iples. 
Wilson emphasized that statesmen ought to see to 
that poli}jics_were now.run along the lines not of 
na~~onal pride, bu"t of humanity, and of service, in 
accordance with these principles which we had been .. ' 1 
taught by the deep suffering of the war. 
l. The Triumph of Idea.ls. p .• 125. 
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He declared that the characteristic 
of America was that it wt.-s made up of all foreign 
elements. He thought that a country made up like.that 
had to understand other nations~ It had to know how 
to fraternize with and assist them. It was already the 
friend of mankind, because it was made of all peopleso 
It had to .shoN that it was-trying to serve all the stocks 
i. 
of mankind ~rom_which itt. itself, was bred. So h~ 
believed that. it was a duty_ for America. t.o help und 
assist the other nations. And he declared, nThe firs.t 
duty of a na."tt~op. ._is to express U;s .own individual 
principles in the action of the family of nations and· 
not to seek to_ aid .. and a.bet any riva_~. or c on·trary ideal .. n 
It was the opini.on of Wilson that tll._inting men 
should be in common agreement for a. ~9mmo_rr _object" and 
at the center of ~hat common object should l~e the 
inviolable rights of people and of man1tind. The.nations 
of ___ th_e_ world_ ha.d become ea.ch. other• s neighbors. It was 
~n ____ the interest of n~tions that they shou'ld understand 
E:)U-9!1.:_ othe_:r; it was impera ti-ve that they should agree 
to cooperate .in .. a .common cause, and should so act that 
the guiding princi_ple of that common cause should be 
even-handed and impartial ;justice. 11 It is time thut men 
should look at ea.oh other straight, 1' ·said Wile.on, "and 
l. Wil£on's Great Speeches, p. 73. 
l 
say-, 'we are brothers and have a common 
purpose. We_ diCi not realize it. before, but now 
we do realize ~it,. and this leagµe -~s to be our ' . -- l 
c ovena.nt of friendship. 1 n 
........ - •• - ••• •< ~··' - •• 
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Wilson wu.a a great friend of the little nations. 
Christ said, "Suffer little chi+,dren to come unto me,n 
and Wilson said, n~_E?_i;_ .. the. lLttle .na:tions get jus_~ice. 11 
In his mess~go to Oongre_ss, he declared tha:t ·the law 
of democracy· was for ·the pro tee tion of the wealc:, and 
the influence of every democracy in the. WOl."ld should 
be for the protect':i.on .of' 'the. weak na:t~on, the nation 
whioh was struggling to\vard its right a ti.lld· toward 1 ts 
proper reoogttition and p1"'iVile15e in the family of 
nationa. "The United States cunnot refuse this role 
of champion wi·thout putting the stigma of rejection 
upon the great _und clevoted men who brought its . 
government into exH.rtence." At the end of his speech 
he quoted the words of Lincoln, "Let us have faith 
2 
tha·t right makes might. 11 
In his address before the League to En~orce Peace, 
in Washington at the close of May, 1916, Wilson said, 
11We believe these fund.amental things; First, that 
every people ha~ a right to choose the sovereignty 
under which they. shall live. Lilce. other nations, we 
l. Wilson, The Triumph of Ideal~, P• 45 
2~ Llt. Digest, Dea. 18, 1920~ 
have ourselves no doubt once and again 
offended a.gain;:t thut principle when for a little 
while controlled by selfish passion, as our :franker 
historians have been honorable enough to admit. but 
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i1; has become more and rnore our :rule of life and action.I 
''Second, that the small stateo of the world have·. 
a right to enjoy the same respect for their sovereignty. 
and for their ter.:ritorittl integrity thut great nnd 
powerful nations expect end insist upon~ 
nAnd third, th~J.t the world h.us a. right to be 
free from every disturbance of its pegoe that hag its 
origi.n in aggrossion and disregard of the rights of 
1 
peoples and nations." 
Ha.tnil ton Holt, editor of the Independent, more 
than any other man, responsible for tht:1 orgunizntion 
of tho League to Enforce Peace, and for its programt 
described the President's address as a "declnration of 
interdependence~" and said of it: 
"Here for the first time in history the 
res1,onsible head of a great world power publicly proposes 
to trans lg te the highest ideal of the greatest minds of. 
all uges into an act of s"tia tesmunship subs ti tu·ting among 
the nations of the earth the reign of law for the' reign 
2 
of war. tt 
1. Atlantic llon1liy, Vol. 116, p. 392-400. 
2. Ibid. 
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By the side of Jefferson's Declaration 
of Independence we must now· put Wilson's Declaration 
of Interdependence. 
Wilson and the World War 
President Wilson had·planned to provide a 
machinery of international police, to restrain a 
nation from war until causes and motives could 'be 
stated and examined. Ile serit an. identical note in 
December., 1914 to all of the fourteen warring nations, 
saying that the Ul1i ted Sta tern was "as vitally and as 
·directly ihterestedn as the belligerents in the 
measures to 'be taken to secure the future peace of the 
worldi and suggesting that the present confused situa-
tion would be much cleared and the possibility of peace 
\ /, 
increased if the parties to the conflict would· forth: 
with publish" such an avowal of their respective views 
as to the terms upon which the war might be concluded.~ 
l 
as would make it impossible ~o compare them. ii 
However, when the Presid.ent saw that all hts· 
peacemuking efforts were in vain, then he .realized that 
it was impossible for America to .allow these unoffending 
peoples to be enslaved and dominated, against their 
passionate protesty by an ambitious and ruthless nation. 
l. Am. 1\ssoa. For In·te:r:no.tionul Conciliation, Ser.II,3-6. 
Their youths were dying by the millions to 
preserve their liberties.· America ought not to 
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sit and see their sacrifice· in vain. He declared, in 
an address to the Senate, on January 22, 1917, that 
"if the peace presently to be ma.de is to endure; it 
must be a peace made secure, by the organized major 
force of mankind •••• It is inconceivable that the 
people of the United States should play no part in 
that great enterprise •.• It is clear to every man who 
can think• that there is in this no breach in either 
our traditions or our polio~ as ~ nation. but a 
fulfilment of all that we have professed or striven 
l 
for. n 
Wilson said on that memorable night of April 
2, 1917, "Our object is to vindicate the principles 
'of peace and ju~t~oe in the life of the world as 
against selfish and autocratic power, and to set up 
amongst the really free and self-governed peoples of 
the world such a concert of pu~pose and of action as 
will henceforth ensure the observance of those 
principles •.••• The world must be safe for democracy. 
Its peace must be planted upon the tested foundations 
2 
of political liberty." 
l. Wilson, The Hope of the World, p, 66 
2. Lit. Digest, Dec. 18, 1920. 
Latert in his reply to the Pope, 
August 29, 1917, Presiden~ Wilson voiced the mind 
of the American people: "The object of this war is 
to deliver the free peoples of the woI·ld from the 
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·menace and the actual power of a vast military 
establishment controlled by an irresponsible government, 
which, having seoret;ty planned to dominate the world, 
proceeded to oarry the plan out without regard either 
to the sacred obliga.ti.on.s of treaty or the. lo.ng 
established praaticea and long cherished principles 
of international action and honor; which chose its own 
f 
time for the war; delivered ite blow fieroely and 
suddenly; stoppe~ at no }?a.rrier·, either of law or. of 
·mercy, swept a whole continent within the tide o:f blood .. 
not the. blood of soldiers only·, but the blood of 
innocent women and children also. and of the helpless 
poor • and now stands balked but not defeated·, the 
l' 
enemy of four-fifths of the world•" 
President Wilson delayed long our entrance into 
the war. nliever shall I forget, n he wrote, 0 th.at the 
sword is not to be drawn until the last moment; to 
defend public liberties, and that it is to be returned 
, to the scabbard at i.,he first moment when those 
liberties are as.fa. ·1 The choice we make for ourselves 
i;. Wilson, V/hy We Are At ·Wur, P• 25. 
'18 
must be made with a· moderation of counsel and 
a temperateness of juugrnent befitting our character 
and our motives as a nation. We must put excited 
feeling away. Our motive will not be revenge. or the 
victorious assertion of ·the physical might of the 
nation, but only the vindication of right, of human 
·right •••• we have no selfish ends to serve. We desire 
no conquest, no dominion. We seek no indemnities for 
' 
ourselves, no material compensation for the sacrifices 
we shall freely make. We are but one of the champions 
.of the rights of mankind; we shall '.be satisfied when 
those rights have been made· as secure as faith and the 
freedom of nations can make them ••• The day has come 
when Amari.ca is privileged to spend her blood and her 
might for the principl~s that gave her birth and 
happiness and the peace which she has treasured. God 
l 
helping her, she can do no other." 
The same spirit ot generosity and moderation had 
been shown by him before. In 1914, when a clamor rose 
among the hot-tempered for intervention in Mexico. he 
declared, "Impatience on our pa.rt,would be childish. 
! 
and would be fraught with every riskl of wrong and folly.,. 
We can afford to exercise the self-restraint of a really 
great nation which realizes its own strength and scorns 
1. Lit. Digest, Dea. 18, 1920, P• 11 
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to ·misUEe it." 
This declaration of national policy should be 
put aide by aide ·with Washington's, "I have always 
thought that no nation should meddle with the inter-
national affairs of another nation~" And with President 
.. Harrison's, "In no case do we desire territorial 
possessions which do not directly form .one pody with 
oui· national domain; and we nowhere. desire a .domain. 
2 
acquired· by criminal aggreasion.n: 
' ' 
The Fourteen Points 
On January 8, 19l8, in an address to .both 
houses· of congreers • he· formulated .. hi.s f$.mous fourteen 
points, stating that he desired nopen covenants of 
p~aoe openly arrived at." . In the second pqint he 
·demanded "abs'olute freedom of navigation upon the seas 
outside terr. i tor ial waters alike . in peace and war •. " 
Finslly, he insisted a general association of nations 
must be formed· under specific covenants for. the purpose 
of afford'ing mutual guarantees of political indept::Jndenoe 
and territorial integrity to great a.nd small states 
alike •. " He said, as he had.many times before •. that the 
United States demanded .no material re~ward for its 
participation. He emphasized thaL~no. one could discern 
l. Senate Jour. 64 ,Cong. l~t Ses~;. .6-7. 
2 • 11-tlantia .Montay. Vol. III, p. 721. 
clearly what Europe was fighting for, but the 
force of Ameriou should always be held to fight, 
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"not merely for the rights of property or of national 
ambition. but for t.he rights of mank.ind. 0 
He deolared, ''Take an individual American and 
you may often find him himself and confined to his 
speoi~l interests; but take America in the mass and 
it is willing to die for an idea ••• God give ··us the 
strength and vision to do it wisely. God give us the 
privilege of k.nowing we did it without counting the 
·cost, and because we were true Americans, lovers of 
l 
liberty and of the right." 
American 0.]pos~tion to Wilso~ 
For more than a year, President Wilson had 
been the spokesman of the liberal groups of the world. 
Down to the time when the military victory of the Allies 
and the United States came to be assured it appeared 
that he was representing the sentiments of the people 
of his country, but, while the armistice negotiations 
were in progress, opposition to his leadership was 
developing. An indication of this came in the congression-
al elections of November. Shortly before this. the· 
President issued an appeal to the eleotorate to return 
l •. The .Triumph of Ideals, p. 278 . 
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a De~ooratic majority to congress. nThia is no 
time for divided counsel or for divided leadership." 
No unusual or unprecedented. thing was this appeal. 
President Lincoln in 1864 had asked for the return of 
a Republican eo qsreas.. President AicXinley and Colonel 
Roosevelt in 1898 had said that it would be n disaster 
to ohange the majority 1.n congreea before all the 
questions from the Spanish war-- were settled. ?teverthe-
less, some people thought that President Wilson.'e 
appeal was a mistake, for immediately a ory arose that 
he we.s charging Republicans wt th being less :pa-tr.iotio 
than Demo or a ts~ t:r...a t he was mak.ing .the war and the 
peace, part1s.~n measures. The effects of this ori.ticism 
were seen when the elections returned a considerable 
majority of Republicans to the House and a smal1 
majority to the senate. 
Wilson gave all his energy and ambition to 
establish the \vorld ts league, and to restrain war,. 
Perhaps no president stood :firmly for the ideals of 
humanity more bravely than Wilson. When he left America 
for :Su.rope, he se.id, "I will not come baok, 'Till its 
Over, Over There.' And yet I pray God, in the interest 
of peace and of the world, that that may be soon~" 
He declared that the nations that had lomig been 
under the heel of the Austrian. that had long cowered· 
before the German, that had long suffered the in-
describable agonies of being governed by the 
Turks, had called out to the world, generation 
after generation, "for justice, for liberation. for 
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succor, and no cabinet in the world has heard them." 
He emphasized that private organizations, 
pi tying hearts\) philantb.r opic . men a.nd women had.· poured 
out· their treasure i.n order to relieve these sufferings, 
but no nation had s~id to the nations responsible. 
''You· must st op, this thing is intolerable• end we will 
not permit iton 
Then he went on to say that the opponents of the 
League of Uations could not be .Americans and set up a 
a·octrine of careful selfishness thought out to the la.st 
detail. And he declared, nI have heard no counsel ·of 
generosity in their criticism. I have heard no oon-
struative suggestion. ·I have heard nothing except~ 
'Will it not be dangerous to us to help the World?' It 
would be fatal to us not to help.n 
"Vlha.t was in the writings o:f the men who founded 
America. n asked Vlilson, nto serve' the selfish .interest 
of America? Do you find that in their writings? 1-fo, to 
serve the cause -of human! ty, to bring liberty to 
l 
man.kind. n 
lo The Triumph of Ideals. P• 30£. 
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Wilson's Views on Monroe Doctrine 
Aooor~ing to Wtlson, . the Monroe Doctrine was. 
n.othing but a speoial. application of the principle~. 
of the self-determination of. nations~ Indeed~. he 
had proposed "~hat:the nations should with one accord 
adopt the Doctrine of' President Monroe as the doctrine 
of the vrnrld; that no nation should seek to extend 
I 
1.ts policy av.er any other na. tion or peopl".3 • but the.t 
every people ~hould be left free to determlne its own 
policy, its own way of development. unhind~red, un• 
thr~atened, unafraid; the little along with the great and 
l' 
powa:rfu1" · 
Wilson emphasized that.we should put all our 
weight on the sid~. of ~ gener'?us . fri endlinees. and . 
.mutual .helpfulness between the people of the eartho A11d 
he: declared that as ·we were the strongest and securest 
; . ' , ' , ' I 
among· the nations, it was our plain duty to lead the 
wa.y toward disarmament11 
Before the President returned to the United 
States a draft of the covenant of the league of na.t1~na 
had been cabled to Am~rica and was in the ha.nds of the 
Senate. It wa.a at once attacked for the most part by 
Republican sen.a tors. It would• they charged, de.stroy 
1 .... .Am~ Year Book, 1916, ·1i• 89~ 
the Monroe Doctrine and make the United 
States eubordi.nate to a ••super state. rv 
Senator Lodge presented five reservations to 
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the senate. He deno unoed the covenant and ~he. League. 
He did not want America entangled in the af.faira of 
Europe a.nd he wished E~opea.ns to leave ·the Amer1oan 
continents alone. In the senate the discussion of the 
peace treaty went on to reach a definite point on 
September 10 when a majority of the committee on 
relations brought in a report recommending thirty-eight 
amendments and four reservations. 
Before these reports. wez·e brought in the . 
president had determined to take his fight for the 
league to the voters thanselvea. On September he left 
Washington and started on a tri}f which eventually toolc 
· him to the Pacific Coast. Re made some thirty speeches. 
for the most part in the stutes of senators who had been 
most vigorously opposing the treaty. One of the points 
stressed moat heavily was one which \1ould a.newer the 
ob~ection that under Article X the Uni·ted States would. 
be deprived of its sovere1gntyo "Every man," he said, 
"who makes a. choice to· respeot the rights of his neighbors 
deprives himself of absolute sovereignty. but he does it 
by promising never to do wrong, und I cannot for one, 
see anything that robs me of my inherent right that I 
ought to retain when I promise that I will do right." 
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The league was, ha believed, advancing 
toward disarmament and wouldt in his opinion, help 
to malte the world of the future more free from wars. 
The world was no longer a place where the United States 
could go its own course irres}?eotive of what other 
1 
nations were doing. 
The tour came to en abrupt end. When the 
president left Washington, he was worn ow,t with the 
, strain under which he hadbeen laboring for the past 
years and especially since the beginning of the peace 
conference. His path we.a not made easier by the news 
which i"eached him from Washington that Mr. William 0. 
Bullitt., who had been somewhat associated \~1 ith the 
delegation in Paris, stated in a hearing before the 
senate committee on foreign relations thn.t Secretary 
Lansing had critiaised the League of Nntinns severely. 
The ?resident felt, as he had in Purist that ?l.r. Lansing 
had not been baclting him; and that his oonduet in 
Waahingt?n, and especially his attitude before the 
oommittee 9 was not correct; that if the secretary felt 
himself so a·t oute with the policy followed he ought to 
have resigned. 
On September 26, after sp mking at W1ohi ta', 
Kansas, the president collapsed. His personal physician, 
1. Congressional Record_, 66 Cong. l Sessa 
announced that the remainder of the speaking 
trip would havo to be cancelled and that the 
president must have absolute rest for at least.six 
weeks. 
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In the middle of September the senate resumed 
its consideration of the treaty. On November 19 the 
way had been cleared for a vote upon t~e treaty with 
the reservations. At a conference of the Demoorat1o 
senators held, Senator Hitchcock ree.~ a letter from 
President Wilson in which he said, as a.n answer to 
the senator• s request for a v10rd of advice 011 the 
matter, " •• -.I asstune that the Sena·tora only desire my. 
~udgmen t upon the a..ll-important question of the final 
vote on the resolution containing the many reservations 
of Sena.tor Lodge. on that I cannot hesfatate, for,~ in 
my opinion, the resolution in that form docs not ,provide 
for ratification, ·but rather for nu111fica.t1on of tne · 
treatyo I sinaerely hope that the friends and supporters 
of the treaty will vote against the Lodge resolution of 
ratification." But with all his efforts the peace 
treaty was defeated end with it the League of Nations 
so far as the United States _wes c .. :mcerned. Mevertheless, 
as European countries adhered to the treaty, the Le~gue, 
even without the United States, was organized and began 
to function. 
Wilson, the groat champion of the Leuguet was 
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no~t discouraged vvhen his pol lcy was rejected 
by c.o ngreas. He still hoped that the people of 
J1mer ioa i11 the futur·e would realize ·that world peaoe 
would never come until the nations join in the League 
and enforce pre.ca-. Wilson spoke to· Phillip Karr, the 
secretuxy of David Lloyd George. thus •. "Well, pei"ha:ps 
it was for t~he best after all that the limerican peop:J_e 
reject €d '.th~ league~ If they had accepted it in 1920\t 
they 'probably would have taken ·it as a. part of the 
po~t .... wa.1· settlement, without fully understand lng what 
it meant a.nd what it involved. 
· "Uov! they will have to think out international 
problems for thema(3lvas. They eventually will be . 
dr·iven to the same oo.oolusion as all o:f' us who have 
had actual responsibility· the last few yea.ra 1 have been 
driven ta.· Then they will join in the League with 
their hearts really in it and t·hay will make it a·· 
sucoeaa. Thay ·will find that it ls the only road to 
l 
\vorld peaoe. n 
An Armenian proverb says, "Go on and · diet but 
when you aome baok, then we shall love you," It seems 
to me this proverb speaks the.i·heart of the American 
people as well,. especially in the case of Wileono 
Wilson fought for the great humanitarian principles 
l. Kansas Oity Sta.r, March 25, 1925. 
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fearlessly. without taking dicta.ti on from 
poli tica.l bosses. IIowever, some of the Americans 
did not like him. and called him a dreamer; without 
realizing that after all the ones who had brought 
progress to the world we.re the dreamers wes.1ring their 
dreams in the spiritual exaltation of their own 
high ideals. The dreamers, the poets, the pro.phets, 
the statesmen of large imagination endowed.with the 
power to see .the future, arc the ones who have led 
mankind to their own high pln.ce. It is the visionary 
who makes things real. It was Wilson who was the 
first spokesman of a great pmwer to insist that this 
war end all war. We believe that the great mass of 
thinking men of the world felt the great loss of 
Wilson to mankindo 
C RAPTJ~R VI I 
WILSON'S VIEWS ON EDUCATION 
Few political leaders in this country a.re 
fitted to discuss its eduoatio~al problems •. No 
president of the United States was ever bet.tar able 
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to do so than was President Woodrow Wilson, who had 
been also a. president of the University of Princeton, 
one of the finest institutions of the land. Re said, 
tf'JJhe college is for the use of the nation,. not for the 
satisfac·tion of those who administer it or for the 
l 
carrying out of their private viens.rr 
He believed that our colleges like our ol1U.rohes 
were serving the classes and not for the masses of the 
people. 11 !Dhe c hurohea have more regard for the pew 
rents ·than for men ts aouJ..s,, They a.re depressing the 
level of Christian endeavor.n 
According to Wilson the same thing was true with 
the colleges and universities. That is to say we look 
for the support of the wealthy and neglect our 
opportunities to serve the pe·ople, He emphasized the 
fact that it was for this reason the State Universities 
·were held in popular approval while the privately sup-
ported institution to which we belong was coming to 
1. Pittsburgh Dispatch, April 17, 1910. 
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sUff er a corresponding loss of esteem~ 
Wilson in his address to Pittsburgh alumni 
said; "While attending a recent Lincoln celebration I 
asked IDJ1Self if Lincoln would have been as serviceable 
to the :people of this country had he been a college man. 
and I was obliged to sn.y to myself tho. t he would no to 
The process to which the college man is subjected does 
not render him serviceable to the country as a whole, 
It is for this reason thtlt I have dedicated every power 
·in me to a democratic regeneration. 
"The American college must beccue saturated 
in the same sympathies as. the common people, The colleges 
of this country must be reconstructed from the top to the 
bottom. The American people will tolerate nothing that 
savors of exclusiveness. Their political parties are 
going to pieces. They are busy with their moral re-
genen1 tion and ·they want leaders VJho can help them 
accomplish it. Only those leaders who seem able to 
promise something of a moral advance o,re nble to secure 
a following. The people are tired of pretense, and 
2 
I ask you, as Princeton men .. to heed what is going on,'' 
Wilson not only preached but he put in practice 
a.11 hi~. beliefs. When b:t: became the president of 
1. Pittsburgh Dispatch. April 17, 1910. 
2. Ibid. 
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Princeton, his first work was to reform that 
University. It had come to be known as nthe most 
charming country club in America.n Its retiring head 
had a.vowed it impossible that it would be other than a 
college for rioh men's sonso Wilson ca.used to be 
adopted the strict rule that studen~s who failed to 
pass their examinations should be dropped, rich or poor, 
with or wi thou:t social tpull 1. That they should work 
was absolutely demanded. 
Social 0 alubs 0 prevented_ tho .forming of natural 
friendships, begot snobberyt and set up an aristocracy, 
- o onefemned half the student body ·to an inferior sooial 
position and made the chief prize o:t the student's 
career, not the attainment of an eduos.tion, but member-
ship in a favored group. In the words of l?resident · 
Wilson, nthe eide:i..ahON ha.d swallowed up the oircua. 
Nothing could be more u.n-Ame.rioa.n; nothing could be 
more opposed to· the true principles of Educationa n 
Wilson·, like Bryce. ·di..d not believe in having · 
athletic competitions in untversi·ties in an extrezna 
degree. Aocording to Vlilsont a young man could learn 
to -bee one the manager of a. foot-ball team or Of a 
reuiC.e.rtti·;.l olub 1 the leader of an orchestra, or a 
glee club, the star of amateur theatricals, an oarsman 
or a chess pla~·er wi thou.t putting himself to the 
trouble or his parents to the expense of four years 
at a college. He emphasized that all these things 
should not assume the front of ·the· stage where 
more serious and lasting interests are to b~ served~ 
Men could not be prepared by them for modern life. 
I 
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He said that the· objeot of college was intellectual 
discipline and moral enlightenment, and it was the 
imrnediate task of those Viho administered the colleges of 
this country to find the means and the organizations by 
which that objeat could be attained. ''I~duoation is a 
process and li~'-e all other p~ooessea, has its proper 
means e.nd machinery. It does not o onaist in courses of 
study. It consists of the vital aesimilation of 
knowledge, and the mode of life, for the ·collage as for 
l 
the individuals• is nine parts of digestion.•" 
B1 .. yc e 1 s opinion was very similar to that of 
Wilson. Bryce said; "If we define a. university a.a a. 
:place the teaching of which puts a..,.man abreast of the 
fullest and most exact knowledge of the time in a range 
of subj~ots covering all the great departments oi 
intellectuv.l life• not more ·than :fifteen and possibly only 
ten or twelve of the American institutions would. fall 
within the definition." And he adds, nAthletic 
oompot1tions and son.tal pleasures claim the larger part 
of their thoughts. and the university does not seem to 
be giving them that taste for intellectual enjoyment 
l. Scribner's Magazine, Mov .. , 1909, Vol. 46, po 570-577. 
which ough:t to be acquired early if it is to be 
l 
acquired at all~n 
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Wilson criticised the American universities, 
because he thought tlmt they were not democratic. They 
would make· men forget .. liheir origin.· forget their 
universal ~ympathies, and join a class, and he thought 
2 
that no class could serve .America. 
He said ·that the great. voice of America did not 
come from seats of learning~ It came in a mu1"mur from 
the hills and woods. and the :C'arms and fac.tor1 es and the 
mills, .rolling on ancl gaining volume until 1 t came to 
us from the homes of common men·~ 1'Do these murmurs echo 
in the corridora of unive1~sities? I have not heard 
3 
them,'' 
Wilson·, disgusted wi ~h the system of Erinceton, 
spoke .these wo ms to one of his friends: "There are 
many splendid fellows in the Princeton family-; but they 
are allowed ·no :freedom of thought·11 11 He remarked with a 
tone of. bitter eadnes~ in his voice; and he added~ 
t'Oandidly, Kerney, if l had a son, I wouldn't know where 
4 
to send him for a liberal° edv.cation in America(l" 
He was convinoed that the whole university idea 
l. Bryce, American Commonwealth, Vol. II, p •. 611 
2. Scribner's Magazine, 46 :570-1, £.Tov., 1909 • 
3. Ibid. 
4., Saturday l~ve-. Fost, :P• 1, March 29, 1924. 
was an organic idea, an ideo. of co nta,ot of mind 
with mind, "no chasms, no divisions in life and 
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organization." It was a great· brotherhood of intellec-
tual endeavor, stimulating the younger, ifl.s·truoting 
and balancing the older man, giving one o.n aspiration 
and tho other a comprehension of what the v1hole under-
taking was - of lifting, lifting the mlnd of successive 
' 1 
generations from age to age. 
He emphasized that was the enterprise of 
lcnowledge • an enterprise that \Vas the common undertaking 
of all men who prayed .. for the greater anl:tghtenment of 
the ages to come. So he thought if we marred this 
process, this organic integration of the university, 
we had destroyed its idea. ~rs that good business? 
When we have leadership in our gra.sp, is it good 
business to retire from it? When the country ia 
looking to us as men who prefer idea~ even to mo~ey, 
are we going to wi ·thdraw ana. say, t after all, we find 
2 
we were mistakan; we prefer m1J.uey to ideas'?• u 
Wilson as a president, saw the defects of 
:Princeton, and he tried to raise the ata.n.do.rd c•f that 
' . 
university. He tried to libe~ata tho oolleg~, but the 
Trustees were against him and caused his resignation. 
l~ Scribner's Magazine, Vol. 46, p. 575. 
2. Ibid, 570-577. 
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In o£.fer1ng it he ssid 0 "I ('.H.i.nno·t; &cceda, to 
·the aooeptanoe of g1fte u.pou terms whtol1 take the 
eduoa.tior.ttl policy of e. univere1 ty ou.t of the hands 
of the ·t:a:ustoes and faculty and permit it to be 
de·tercni.ned by thoae who give monc;y.'' Tho dignity and 
reatruin·u o.t tbs. t uttoranoa, rw losa than i ta 
independence :u.n<l tho vigor with v:hioh he hn.d fought 
th.a battle for ·the democ:ratizo.tion of the Univorai.ty 
gained him a· repu,tu:tion tor "square df:)&l:tug" through.-
out ·tho Uni tod States., 
W1laon hu.d plo.oad tha amphaaia whatho1: as 
.P:cesident of J?ri.noeton or of the Uni tad stzl:tea, t111on 
mo1~a1 l'uther tlmr1 material Vil"'tu.ea. · Cortatul.y nothing 
uoUld be mc1"e ohr.u:aot,cu·is tio. ::l:f the .!?.resident· tho.n the 
text of a Uaocelatu·eatc~ sermo11. whioll ·ha preached at 
J:rinoeton in 1907: ni.nd llo ye not o on!orniod to this 
world." Moral virtues had been.the essence of his 
political ideulism-
Wi.Lson alviu.ys sto·Jd f i:rm.13 for his beliefs. 
Aa a ?l~esidet1t of Princa·tJn he showed a ru.thleae 
rosolu.'tion ·to eliminate whe.t he looked upon as un• 
dGmooratio SQ;. '8.1 ~e.b1 ts runo rr;:; the undergrad_uatea, and 
did .not hesitate ~o cut loose from tradition, regardless 
of the prejudice· thereby vxoused againut him. As an 
a:xecutivo he evoked inteuet;c admh·ation and. virulent· 
dislike; the .Board of T~rustees and tho nlunmi body 
were alike divided between enthusiastic 
support and bitter anathematization of the 
measures he proposed. 
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CHAPTF.11 VI I I 
DEFECTS OF DFJAOORACY 
Democracy is a high sounding word. Ancient 
republics had their demagogues, their orators, who 
inflamed the evil qualities of the peopie by 
bestowing on.them high sounding namea and by flattery. 
The great democracy of modern times has fts demagogues 
as well. They come of the people, are proud to belong 
to it, for which, of course, n.o one can blame them~ 
They distrust everything that is not for the people. 
They are all the more of the people, because among the 
people they are intellectually in the first rank VJhile 
elsewhere they are of secordary importance; and what 
men love is not the group of which they form a part, 
but the group of which they are the chief. They are 
therefore, profoundly democratic. 
Wilson, like Israel Zangwell• became a great 
advocator of democracy in his earlier writiqgs, but in 
his last writings we find that Wilson did not believe 
that people were qualified to conduct their own affairs 
efficiently. Instead, he demanded responsible leader-
ship in our government, and did not hold up the 
dramatic expression.of Zangwell that 0 the voice of the 
people is the voice of God." He went on further to 
point out the defects of democracy. 
Wilson believed .that under democratic government 
we could not get wise and efficient legislators, 
and declared, "to-day we have unwise legislation 
becauee of ill-qualified 0 incompetent legislators. 
We have incompetent legisla·cors because of corrupt 
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and uneduca,ted or uninformed constituents. no ·bet·ter-
ment is in pro~pect until the level of voters is 
l 
raised." 
Wilson's opinion was very similar to the 
opinion· of H. G. Wells, who said 0 ·"Until a man has 
education, a vote is a useless and dangerous thing·for 
him to possess. The ideal community toward which we 
move is a community of· kno·wledge and will, replacing 
a community of faith and obedience." 
It was the opinion of Wilson that in democracy 
equality must become an equality of intelligence and. 
character. With manhood suffrage goes manhood mentality, 
or it is a mockery. If we expeot the ballot to be 
intelligently used 9 we have to make those-who use it 
intelligent. Our compulsory education standards need 
to be raised, expanded and enforced. There should be 
equality of opportuni ~Y for all. to the and that the 
community may become uniform in quality. Unless there 
is a levelling up there will be a levelling downo Aa 
the .nation could .not endure ha.lf. slave and half free, 
1. Wilson 0 Congressional Government, p. 128 
so can it not endure half qualified and half· 
dis qualified.: 
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Wilson, ·like Usbek and Montesquieu, did not 
believe in frequent changes in laws, and he said'· . 
"Change is not interesting unless it is constructive 11 
.and it is a.n age of construction. that must put fire 
. l 
into· the blood of any man worthy of the na.me.n 
"Most lagisla.tors.," said Usbek to Rhedi, "have 
been men of limited abilities, owing their position to 
a stroke of fortune,. and consul ting nothing but their 
own whims. and pl:'ejudices... They have often abolished 
established laws quite unnecessarily and plunged. 
nations in·to the chaos that is inseparable from change& 
It is true that, owing to some odd chance arising out 
of nature rather than out of intelligence of mankind,, 
it is sometimes necessary to alter laws, but the case, 
is very rare and when it does arise it sho1ad be 
handled with a reverent touch. When it is e. question 
of changing, the law, much ceremony should be observed,. 
and many; precautions taken, in Ol"der that the people 
may be naturally persuaded that laws are sacred. things 
and that many formalities must precede any attempt to 
2 
alter them. n 
Montesquieu advised people to be very chary and 
l. Wilson, Congressional Government, P• 148 
2". Faguet, Cult of UJa.sses, P• 26 
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to think twice before they destroyed old la.we 
or pulled down an old house to run up a ten~. but his 
advice is completely ignored. New laws are made for 
every change in the weather. for every little daily 
incident in politics. .Y/e are getting used to this 
hand-to-mouth legislation. 
Wilson sa_i.d that t.he :representatives of the 
people wanted to do everything th~msclve~. And ha 
believed that they did nearly everything badly an~ 
infected the government and the administration wi·th 
their passion und lncompetenc~, because he thought. that 
it was very rare for any high office to be given to 
a man who was competent for the poste His opinion was 
similar to that of Beaumarchais• wh~ wrote, 0 The post 
required e. mathem[cbician .. it was g1 ven to a dancing 
master ••• n 
Wilson declared that direct popular control 
of government gave us petty officialst petty men of no 
ambition, without hope or fitness for advancement• It 
gave us so _many elective offices that even the moat 
conscientious voters have neither the time nor the 
opportunity to inform themselves with regard to every 
candidate on their ballots and must vote for a great many 
men of whom they knew nothing. It gave us consequently; 
the local machine and the local boss; "and where po.pula-
tion crowds. interest competes, life is many-sided with-
out unity, and voters of every blood and environment 
mix and,mingle with one.another at the same 
voting places, government miscarries, is confused, 
l 
irresponsible~ unintelligent, wasteful." 
, Wilson stressed the fact that it was much 
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better to have responsible leadership instead o:f 
gover~ent by mass meeting; a trained and thorotighly 
organized administrative service instead of administrao;.. 
tio.n by men pri vs. tely nominated; and ~~lindly electedo 
"Knqwledge and experience as well,as intalligenoe are 
2 needed to ,fit a .people .for free self- government. u 
Wilson, lilce;Edmund Burke, criticised the 
diverge.r1t characteristics of our legislators,· Ile 
stated that in our legislature every.degree of education 
was represented; with the farmer sat the artisan; with 
the banker sat the union labor agitator; with the 
manUfacturer sat the small shop-keeper and so on. And 
he emphasized thut a legislature was not only to 
represent the peopl€, but to make laws, and unfortunately, 
the making of, laws .required knowledge, and great wisdom -
just o.e Plato had pointed out a long time ago, 11 The-
kings ~hould be philosophers, or the philosophers kingso !'. 
He pointed out that there is a;t lea.st one fool 
. in every legislature who imagines himself a reformer. 
l. Atla.ntio'Monthly, Volo LXX.XVII, P• 295. 
~. Ibid P• 289f. 
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And these reformers sometimes help· each other 
to pass a good many foolish bills. Thus in Nebraska 
the reformer wanted to prohibit women from wearing 
cor sots and bloomers and in Michigan he. wished to 
forbid the wearing of tights in circuses and theaters~ 
Edmund Burke pointed out strikingly the main 
cause of inefficiency of our legislative body when he 
said, "When men are not acquainted wi 1th each other, nor 
experienced 'With each other's talents, nor at all 
practiced in their mutual·ha.bitudea and ·dispositions 
by joint efforts of business; no personal confidence, 
no friendship, no common interest subsisting among 
them; it is evidently impoesible that they can act a 
1 
public part with uniformit~:. perseverance. or efficiency." 
Wilson emphasized that we were content with 
average wisdom and average virtue; and we elected whom 
the machine nominated. And he declared .that we should 
know that the real danger of democracy is the with-
~. 2 
drawal of intelligent men from public duties •. 
\Vil~on, like Ibsen, believed that the people a.re 
very far from being an ideal body of law-makers. He 
declared that a government could not act inorganically 
by masses; it should have a law-making body. It could 
l. Century, Sept. 1901. ·P• 784. 
2. Wilson, Congressional Government. p. 75f. 
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no ·more malte laws through 1 ts vo·ters than 
l 
it could make laws through its newspapers. 
According to Ibsen. the tyranny of the 
majority is a characteristic sin of democracy. He 
believed like the Thebi!m Pinder that the wise should. 
lead and command. and the ignorant .should follow and 
obey~ Ibsen characterized the majority strikingly 
when he wrote; t'Who makes up the majority in any 
gi V(}ll ·country? Ia it the wise men or. ·the fools? I 
think we must agree that ·the :fools are in a terrible, 
overwhelming majority, all the wide world over~ But 
· how in ·the devil' a name can it be right for the fools 
to rule over the wise men? 
"The most.dangerouu foe to truth and freedom 
in our midst is the compact majority. Yea, it'.s the 
confounded~ compact, liberal majority ... that and 
2 
nothing else!ir 
Socrates, also points out, nThe disciples in 
gymnastics are supposed to at·tend to the praise and 
blame and opinion of every man, or of· one man only -
his physician or trainer?l' 
The ancient philosophers pointed.out the 
social defects of democra.CS7• They had said,that it 
l• Atlantic Monthly, Vol. LXXXVII, P• 299 
2• An Enemy of the People, P• 28 
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diminished the spirit of respect. The spirit 
of equality was alleged to have diminished the 
respect children owed to parents, and the young to 
the old. This was noted by Plato in Athens •. Bryce 
also emphasized that the spirit of equality had made 
every poet his own Aristotle. 
Socrates also pointed out the aume tendency. 
nDemocracyn, suid he, in one of his humorous dialogues 0 
"is a mountebank, a t:idnappcr. of· children. It snatches 
the child from its fc.mily while he is playing• ·takes. 
·him far a.way., allows him. no more, to see his famillJ·, 
teaches him many strange languages, drills him till his 
joints· are supple, paints his :face and dresses him .in 
:ridiculous clothes, and im1nirts to him all the mys·teries 
of the acrobat's tr&de until ·he is sufficiently·dexteroue 
to appear in public and amuse the company by his tricks." 
Not only the ancient philosophers, but the great 
modern writers, like Bryce and Wilson had pointed out 
sharply such defeats of democracy,, Wilson once became 
a great expounder of democracy. But later on he 
I 
expressed less confidence in the people, just as 
Socrates and Plato, both great expounders of democracy, 





Soc:ca tee' great mot·to •, "Know thyself 1~ • 
at Delphi, if I am not mistalcen, iB put .. lihere as a 
sott of salutation which the god addresses to those 
who onter 'the t.em:ple. And we believe that when Wilson 
critlcleed the l~mericun indus·tries and .t\ .. merican 
government 1 he upheld thl s great mot .. tio. That is to 
say, he knew his position und that his criticisms were 
sound and constructive. 
In the first place ho criticised the great 
industries and caid tht-it they are unfair; that the big 
monopolies control· nearly a.11 the raw materials of the 
country so there ls no cha.nee for an aver·age man. Even 
an intelligen·t one can, go tn business and no·t make a 
success of it. However, the oppnnen·ts of Wilson tell 
us that thoE:w great induertriul orsaniza:tions have made 
America 'the grea:test nation ln ·the world. The working 
men of .Ame:r ic.a are paid well, ~~nd .;n the whole, the 
1 i ving c.ondi tions hero in the United States ere better 
than any· other p:J.ace in the world. 
[!n the second pluce, Wilson criticised the 
Ameri.can form of government ::,;,nd preferred tho English 
cabinet zystom. HovieVer, a good many writers are in 
favor of the Ame:r·ican federal form. Undoubtedly they· 
ha.Ve tn their mlnds that unc1or the l1merioan form of 
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Government, the people as a whole are more 
prosperous, also this form is more demoaratio. But 
Wilson goes on to say that the American government is 
C·Jntrolled by the bosses •. The govermnent protects the 
interests of the big fellows rather than the little 
fellowso He tells us that the big bosses tell us 
what we should or should not have. Moreover, he 
stressed the fact thRt we have no responsible leadership 
in the American government. 
WilBon, li.ke Bryce, believed that the prosperity 
of this na ti.on is not due chiefly to the energy of its 
people. neither to the form of government, hut it is 
due to the rich natural resources of the cotmtry. 
Wilson, like Plato. did not think that wealth 
and prosper.ity should measure everything(> Plato says 
that there are tJi...ree classes of' men; 'lovers of wisdom. 
lovers of tunbi ti on and lovers of gain. The most 
interenting part of this classification to me is that 
he put the "lovers of gain" a'L the bottom H.nd the 
nlo\rers of wi,sdom" at the top. Now if we apply this 
classification to the people of this nation, we can say 
\1ithout hesite~tion that hero we hnve "lovers of gain 11 • 
\'!hy should the people of this nntion fall in the loweot 
rank of Plato's classification? Why should the 
people be thirsty for· gain? Again, why should the 
people forget the advice of Plato that "mind and wisdom 
are the names to be honorqd most"? 
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Why should this.people not understand 
the groat meanings of that great man's philosophy: 
n 11he community which has neither poverty nor riches 
will always havo the noble1:.1t p:ricc iples; there is no 
insolence or inju.stice, nor again, ar§ there any con• . . 
tentions or envy .among them~'? 
The reasons for a.11 these are obvious; in the 
flrst place, all ·those who took the leadership of the 
nati~n, h~ve misled the people by putting emphasis on 
weal th rather tha.n wisdom, knowledge bnd. philosophy. 
For instance, 1 t oeems to me that to the average 
Ame.rioan school boy, money meo.sures nea:rly everything, 
but this is not true of the average Europen.'n school boy. 
A school boy in Rurope hardly knows the names of a.ny 
successful businaas men, but he k.noY:s tho .names of the 
great poets, artists :: . md phi:}.osophers.. For him, 
intellect is the mensure of all.things. 
In the second place the spealccrs hr~ve praised 
i~merica .for v1ha t she has dono, and for ·what she has not 
done - that in the beauty 01· thur.il, self-praiEZe in vain. 
The people arc always looking after a fortune. 
Wilson, like Socrates, wanted the people to see 
that prosperity and wealth are not the chief aims of 
life. Socrates said to Grntylua: 1'When he declares that 
your name is not really Hermogenes, I suspect that he 
is only making fun of you; he means to say. that you 
are no true ·son of Hermes, because yon are always 
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looking aft;er c fortune and neve:c in luck." 
bga.in. Socrates sa.Jn:i, "Plet.,,sure not first. 
No. not even if all the oxen and horses and animals 
in the wo:-cld in their pru·sui t of enjoyment, this a:;;sert; 
und the muny trunting in them, as diviners,trust in 
birds. a.et ermine thu t pleas~es make up the good life 
and doom the lusts of animu,ls to b0 bet,ter witnesses 
than the inspirations of divine philosophy. 
'~?hilebus was saying tim 1i qnj oymon t and pleasure 
and delight. and all that oiass of fellings, are a· 
good to every living· being 0 whei·e as I c 1;ntond, that 
not the~;o, but wisdom and knowledge and memory aml their 
kindred, right opinion and t~uo reasonings, are better· 
and more desirublo f·Jr sll who are able to partake of 
them, and that -to all such they arc the most advu.nta.geous 
of all things, both now and evor." 
The vain c.:.ncei ts o.f cul· .Amer·ice.n .friends ·about· 
their beaut;/. wisdom nnd wealth ure ridiculous. An 
Armenian ·well-told storiJ may illustrs. to ·these po in ts 
c lea:r ly: A father was via tching his son's munner and his 
iatere~t very closely. Once he frankly- told his son 
that he would never amount to arzything in ·this -world. 
1£he bon beoa.me angry t:1.t these remurk:r~ of his father. 
lie Ciecided to leave home Lnd to go out soma place and 
tr;y to be somebody, in order ·thut he might be able to 
show his father that he Via.a mlstuken about him. lie went 
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to Constantinople and attended school. .ttfter 
his graduation, he was a.ppoi.nteLi governor for the 
province where he was born. He thought that now he 
oould show his father his greatness, because he \Vas 
now the chief executive of the Province. When he 
wont there, the people received him with great honor. 
His first executive work: was to arrest his father. His 
order was that the. "J:anda.rma.s'1 (police) should tie 
his father• s h~J.ons nnd bring him before htm.. They 
brought the :father before him, and he commanded that 
they shoul<.l unti·s his ft.l th(7r • s hands.. Then he looked 
u t hi.s fathe·c unc.l srd.d, "Do you see, I um the chief 
executi v~ o:f the Province~ nnrl you told me. that I never 
would amount to anything in thls world." 
His father looked at hi~ and said, "Now I am 
aur e that you a.re fool." 
His father W3S a philosopher, for htm the office 
of his son was nothing. He was judging the intellect of 
his son, the wisdom of his son. So today in this land 
of great wealth, the people ridicule themselves by · 
praising and considering themselves better than any 
other people in tho worl<l ,,_ A fool can aocn.mulate weal th, 
he may be app0inted for a high office, but a· fool never 
becomes wise by o.ppotntment. It ts again Plato who says, 
"I would r~ther ~e a sorf on the land of u poor, 
.. _ 
portio.nless m&n who is not well to do·, than rule over · 
all the dead who have come to naught." 
Wilson, like Plato. believed that no man 
ought to have preeminent honor in a sta#te because 
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he surpasses others in wealth, any more than beoause 
he is swif't or fair or strong, unle~s he has.'. some 
virtue, unless he has this particular virtue· of 
temperance. For Wilson, the care of riches ha.d the 
last place in his thoughts~ He did not praise the 
people of America, because they possess wealth i'nstead 
of wisdom and philosophy. 
The preceding pages have demonstrated that 
Wilson upheld the.noblest ideals and principles of 
l 
Socrates. The great father of philosophy, Socrates, 
says; "Our citizens arc brethren, the children all of 
one mother and we do not claim to be one another's 
masters or servants; but the natural equality of birth 
compels us to seek for legal equality and to recognize 
no superiority except in the reputation o~ virtue and 
viisd?m• u "They prayed, not that their children might 
live forever, but that they might be famous and brave." 
Wilson,· the man of great convictions, will be 
remembered with tho names of the world's great leaders, 
statesmen and scholarse He was probably the greutest 
humanitarian leader of Americao 
1. See Americanization. 
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Obar lea Oster, ,wz·i tea, "Wilson has the 
attractiveness and the magnetism of a. leader. His 
ora·tory is marvelous and except the great .French 
orator, Waldeck Rousseau, I never heard anybody who 
can a.a well make clear to an audience his ideas without 
arguing, simply by laying them out in the most 
1 
admirable classical form." 
Lyman Abott wri tea, nDr., Wilson is well known 
as a political philosophert but, as the late William 
Jamee was said to write philosophy like a novelist, 
2 
so Dr. Wiison talks philosophy like a man of affairs~" 
The editor of the New Hepublic writes, "Mr. 
Wilson is to-day the most liberal ata-tesman in high 
off ioe, and before long he is likely to be the most 
powerful. He represents the best hope in the whole 
world. He can go ahead, exultingly with the blessings 
3 
of mea and women upon him.n 
Henry Van Dyke writes 9 ''Woodrow Wilson was a man 
whose central force ,in life was a conception of duty. 
He had a singie star mind. That star is the hope of 
4 
peace on earth." 
Wilson's popularity was not due to his 
l. World's Work, "Wilson-Taft-Roosevelt", Vol. 24~ 
P• 569, Sept. 1912. 
24 Outlook, Vol. 96, P• 621, Nov. 5, 1910. 
3 • The New Republic, :April 7, 1917. 
4. Forum, nA Single Star litind" Vol. 71, P• 388, 'Mar.19240 
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presidential chair, but to his wisdom and 
gigantic intellect. There have been nnny presidents 
that no one now remembers or ca.res to know about~,~· 
For instance, who ca.res to know anything a.bout the 
personality of James K. Polk or Franklin Pierce? General 
Grant who knew no thin-g of politics, s ti 11 becume a 
president, just because he was a general. From Jackson 
·til~ the outbreak of the Civil war in 1861, the pr.esidents 
were either mere politicians, such aa Van Buren, Polk 
" 
or Buchanan, or else successful soldiers; such as 
Hurriscn or Taylor, whom their party found. useful as 
figureheads. Wilson was a p~rty man but he wa.s riot a 
figurehead., He was the lender of hia party, playing 
an important pa.rt in shaping its policy. 
Thi.a nation honored itself most sign.ally when it 
elevated a college president. a real scholar; a great 
Christian gentleman euoh as Woodrow Wilson; to the 
office of presid.ent of the United Stetes• 
There have been few men holding high office in 
recent times so deeply and constantly affeoted by 
Christian faith a.a Woodrow Wilsonei We can discover in 
his presidential speeches many indications of his belief 
that the duties he had undertaken were laid upon him by 
God end that he might not deviate from what seemed to 
him the straight and appointed path. He believed with 
intensity that each individual must set up for himself 
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a moral standard, wllich he must rigidly maintain 
regardless of the opinions of the community. The 
country owes to Wilson a debt which historians will 
doubtless acknowledge, for his insistence that morality 
must go hand in hand with public policy, that, as with 
individualst so with governments, true greatness is won 
by ser.vice rather than by aoquisi ti on, by sacrifice 
rather than by aggression. 
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A?l?ENDIX . 
Striking Phrases and Speeches.by Wilson 
0 There is a great tide running in the hearts of 
men.· The hearts of men have never beaten so singularly 
in unison before. Men have never been so conscious of .. 
their brotherhood. Men have never before realized how 
little difference there was between right and Justioe 
in one latitude and in another, under one sovereignty 
and under another~'' 
nAfter all. what the world now is seek:~ng to do 
is to return to the p~ths of duty,to turn from the 
savagery of interests to the dignity of the performance 
of right~n 
nFor my pa.rt,: I am very much mor& afraid of the 
man who does a bad thing and does not knaw it is bad, 
l 
than of the man who does u bad thing c.ad knows it is bad.;" 
"We cannot tntelligently tulle politics unless 
2 
we knGw· to whom we arc talking, and .in what ci:rcums·ta.nces•·", 
"The trouble vd th the Rept1bl ican party ia· that it 
has not had a new idea for thirty.years., I am not 
3 
speaking as a politician; I am speaking as a historian."'. 
"A friend of mine says that. every man who takes 
l. Independent, March 8, 1919. p. 321. 
2. Address, Seagirt, H.J. Aug. 7, 1918, Great Speeohes,p.25 
3. Indianapolis, Jano '15. The Triumph of Ideals, P• 39. 
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offioe in Washington either grows er swells, 
and when I give a man an office, I watch him care-
fully to see whether he is swelling or growing. The 
mischief of it is that when they swell they do not 
swell enough to burst. If they would only swell to 
the point where yott might insert a pin a.nl let the 
. . ' l 
gases out~ it would be a great 4el1ght." 
n1 advise you to stay around among the neighbors, 
and then you may keep out of jail. That is the only 
2 
way some of us oan keep out of jail.n 
"I have met many men whose horns dropped a.way 
~t 
the moment I was ·permitted to examine their hcad~:L." 
·"The changing of law by statute seems to me 
like mending a garmen·t with a patch, whereas, law should 
grow by the life that is in it. not by the life that is 
3 
out~ide of it." 
· "America cannot be an .ostrich with its head· in 
4 
the sand. 11 
"It is probably a fortunate circumstance ·that 
America hus been cried mvake by these voices in .the 
disturbed and reddened night, when. the fire sweeps 
sullenly from continent to continent, and it may be 
l. N·ationul :Press Club 1 May 15, '16., Great Speeahes,p.,l25 
2. Independ.ent, Nm.rah 8, 1919, P• 321 
3 •. Washington, Oct. 1914. Great Speeches, P• 76 
4 •. Des Moines. Feb. 1, 11916 Ibid, P• 9tJ. 
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that in this red flame of light there will 
rise again that ideul figure of America holding up 
her hand of hope and o·f guidance to the people . of the world 
and saying, 'I stand ready to counsel und to help. 
I sta.nd. rea.dy to assert, whenever the flame is quenc~ed • 
those infinite principles of rectitude and peace which . l 
alone can bring happiness and liberty to mankind.n 
l'lf I cannot ret1J.in my moral influence over a 
man except by ooccu:ionolly knock.ing him down, if that 
is the only basts upon which he will respect me. then 
for the sake of his soul I havo got occasionally to knock 
}3 
him d.own. rt 
"We a.re not trying to keep out of trouble; we 
are trying to preserve the foundations upon which peace 
can be rehuil t. Poaoe can be rebuilt, only upon the 
arwient and accepted principles of international law, 
only upon those things which remind ns.tions of their 
3 
duties to manltind und hum.:1ni ty. n 
Lib.arty, Fr~edom tind" Oonsti tutio ml 
Government ----
"Liberty is the privilege of maturity t of self-
c ontrol, of self mastery and a thoughtful care for 
l. Chicago, Jan. 3. 1916. Tribune, Jan. 4, 1916 •. 
2. New Freedom, p. 45 
3. Great Speeches, p. 73. 
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righteous dealings, - that.some peoples may 
hu.ve it, therefore, others may not. 11 
"Vlhan I have thought of liberty, I have some-
times thought how we deceive ourselves in the way vve· 
talk about it.· Somo peOJ>le tnlk as if liberty meap.t 
the right to do anything they please. Well, :tn.a sense 
one has that.right. One has the right to ju.mp over-
board• but if one does, this is wha. t we will say;. 
'You fool, don'·t you know the consequencae?' You can 
jump off the ·top of the mast, but when you. strike the 
deck, your :j.iberty will be lost, beoa.ttse 1 t was r.iot an 
l 
aooident you. ma.de a fool of yourself. n 
"The sailor, when he is sailing a ship, talks 
about her running free in the wind. Does he mean that 
she is resisting the wind? Throw. her into the wind 
and see the canvas shake, see her stand still, 'caugh~ 
in iron,' ttS the sailor says. But let her fall-Off,. 
she is free, free, why? Because she is obeying the 
laws of nature, an.d she is a slave until she does. ll.nd 
no man is free who does not obey the laws of freedom. 
nThe le.VJS· of freedom a.r,e these! l~ccomoda ta 
your interest; that you shall not insist in standing 
in the light of other people, but that you shall make 
a member of a team of yourself and nothing more or less, 
l. The Triumph of Ideals, P• 145. 
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and that the interests of the team shall talce 
precedence in everything that you do to your interest 
as an individual. 
"That is freedom, and men who live under 
autocratic- governments are not free, because the 
autocrat arranges the government to suit himself. 
The minute he arranges it to suit his sub~ects then 
his subjects are free. 
"But if I di so bey the laws of freedom, if I 
infringe on the rights of others, then I presently find 
myself deprived of my freedom. I am clapped in jail 1 
it may be, and if the jailer is a philosopher he will 
say; 'You brought it upon yourself, my dear _fellow. 
~ 
You were free to do right_, but you were .not free to do 
wrong. Now, what I blame you for is not so much for 
l 
your malice as for your ignoranoeo" 
"The kind of :freedom that Amer1oa hus always 
represented, is freedom expressing itself in fact. It 
is not the profession of principles. merely, but the 
redemption of these principles, making go·od on these 
2 
principles." 
"A constitutional government, betng an 
instrumentality for the maintenance of liberty, is an 
l. The Triumph of Ideals, P• 147 
2. Ibid. P• l45e 
instrumentality for the maintenance of a right 
adjustment, and must have a machinery of constant 
adaptation." 
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"A constitutional government is one whose powe:i;s 
have been adapted to the interests of the people and 
. l 
to the maintenance of individual libetty," 
0 Abaolute good faith in dealing with the people 
and unhesitating fidelity to every principle avowed 
is the highest law of political morality in a constitu-
2 
tional go,vernrnent. n 
~olitics and Philanthropz 
"In philanthropy we sometimes do things through 
pity merely. while in politics we act always. if we 
are rtghteous men, on grounds of justice and large 
expediency for men in the mass. Sometimes in our 
pitiful sympathy with our fellowmen we should do things 
that were more than just~ We should forgive men. ·we 
should help men who had gone wrong. We should some• 
times help men who had gone criminally wrong. But the 
law does not forgive, It is the duty to equalize 
oor.ditions, to make the path of right the path of safety 
and advantage. to see that every man has a fair'chanae 
1. Living Age, Vol. 295; 69. 
2. , Ibid. 
to live and to serve himself', ·to aee that 
l 
injustlc.e and wrong are not wrought upon any'." 
Bosses 
"Bosses are men who have worked their way by 
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secret methods into the place of power they occupy·; 
men who were never elected to anything; men who were 
not asked. by the people to conduct their gov.ernment~ 
and who a.re very much more powerful than if you had 
asked them 1 ao long as you leave them where they are~ 
behind closed doors; in secret oonf erenoe ~. They are 
not politicians; they have no polioies; ~ except 
concealed policies o;f private aggrandizement~ A boss 
isn 1 t a. leader of a party.t Parties do not meet in 
back rooms; parties do not make arrangements which do 
not get into the newspapers o Parties$· if you reckon 
them by voting strength,:· are great ma.sees of men. who~ 
because they can't vote any other ticket. vote the 
ticket that was prepared for them by the aforesaid 
arrangement in the a:f oresa.id pack room in a.ooorda.noe 
I • 
with.the aforesaid understanding. A boas is the 
manipulator of a "machine" .. · A "machin~'e" is that part 
of a politic~l organization which has been taken out of 
l. Atlantic Monthly, Nov. 1907, P• 637. 
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the" hands of the :tank and f ila o:f the party 
and captured.by half a.· dozen men.· It·ia the part that 
has oeaaed·to be political and has become an. agenoy 
for the purposes of unscrupulous business. A boss is 
a much more formidable master than a k.tng. because a. 
king 1s an obvious ma.star, whereas the hands of' the 
l 
boss a.re always where· you le~st e:xpeot them to be." 
[:i.n Election Speeq~ 
"You never can stand .it ( pri va. tlo .n) unless 
you have some imperishable·· food within you upon 
which to sustain life and courage, the food of those 
visions of ·the.spirit where a table is set before us 
laden with palatable fruits, the fruits of hope, the 
fruits of :imagination.,. those invisible thi~ga of the 
spirit which are the only things upon vihich we oan 
· sustain ourselves through this weary world wi tho.ut 
fainting. We have carried in our minds,· after you.had 
. . 
thought you had obscured them. and buried the ideals 
those man saw who first· set their foot upon America., 
those little bands who came to make a. foothold in th:e 
wilderness, because the great teeming nations that they 
had left behind them had forgotten what human liberty 
was, liberty of thought, libe:cty of religion, liberty 
l •. Living Age, 277-116-9, ·Ap. 12, 1913, 
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of :residence, liberty of action, sinoe ~heir 
day the meaning of liberty haa deepened. But it· 
has not ceased to be a fundamental damand of the 
human spirit, a fundamental necessity for· the life of 
the soul. And the day is at hand.when it. sha.ll be 
realized on this consecrated soil - a new freedom -
a. liberty widened and deepened to match the broadened 
life of man in modern America.,. restoring to him in 
very truth the control of his government, throwing· 
.wide all gates of lawful enterprise,· unfettering his 
energies, and warming the generous impulses of his 
heart,· a. prooeaa of release, e~nciptvtion and inspire• 
tion, full of a breath of life a.s sweet and wholesome 
as tho airs that filled the.sails of the caravels of 
Columbus and guve the. promise and boast of ·magnificent 
l 
oppoi·tu.nl ty in which America dare not fail." 
Disinterested Men. 
nr tell you this. gentlemen. the only thing 
that saves the world is the little handful o'f. d1sin-
terested men that are in it. Men who have no axes to 
grind; men who love America so that they would $1 ve 
their lives for it and never caro whether anybody heard 
tnat they had given their lives for it;. willing to 
die in obscurity if only they might serve. Those are 
the men, and nations like those· men are .the nations 
1. Living Ave, 277-166•9. Ap. 12,'13. An Election Speech 
that are going to serve the world a.nd eave i t.9 
" ,. There never was a time in the history of the world 
when character. just sheer character all by 1 tself .• 
'told more than it does now.o 
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· "But the men who grow, the man who think 
better a year after they are put in of fioe than they 
thought when they were :put in office .• are the balance 
wheel of the whole thing.. They are the balla.st that 
enables the craft to carry sail and to make port in 
the ·long run., no ma. t tar what the wea. ther is.\\t 
·., "I love the fellows that ·come into my office 
sometimes and. say, •Mr .• President, I am a.n Ameriaa.n•. 
their hearts are right, their instiaot true. they are 
going in the right .~~reotion and will take the right 
leadereh1p if they believe that the leader is also a 
man who t}.1.inka first of America, 
'TIThe m.en we remember are the disinterested men, 
who gave us the deeds that have oovered· the name of 
America all over with the luster of imperishable 
l 
glory .• 
The Origin of Wa~ 
The president went back to the orgin of the 
war itself and beyond, exposing the whole history and 
l, Address at the National Press Clubt May 15, 1916, 
, Great Speeches, P• 135, 
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nature of Prussian policy, its insolence and 
its contempt of human right. Listen to his words: 
"The war was begun by the military masters of 
Germany. who have proved themselves to be also the 
masters of Austria-Hungary •••• Their purpose had been 
long avowed. The statesmen of other nation~. to whom 
that purpose was incredible, pa.id· 11 ttle attention 
and regarded what the German professors expounded in 
their class rooms and the German writers set forth 
to the world as the goal of German policy, as rather 
the.dream of minds detached from practical affairs 
and the preposterous private oonoept1on of Germany's 
destiny than the actual plans of responsible rulers •. 
But the rulers of Germany knew all the while what 
concrete plans, what well-advanced intrigues lay at 
the back of what pr~fessors ani writers were saying, 
and were glad to go forward unmolested, filling the 
thrones of the Balkan States with prinoes, putting 
German officers at the service of Turkey, developing 
plans of sedition and rebellion in India and Egypt. and 
setting their fires in Per~ia." 
"'The dream," said the president, "had its heart 
l 
in Berlin. It could have had its heart nowhere else." 
l. Living Age, 295:615, Dec. 8 9 1917. 
~he Memorial Daz Address 
(Paris, May 50, 1919) 
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of Nations. The League of Nations is the 
covenan~ of government th~t these men ~hall not 
have died in vain. 
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"I like to think that tho dust of those sons 
·of Amerioa·who were privileged to be buried in their 
mother-country will mingle with the dust of the men who 
fought for the preserv£J:tion of the Union, and that as 
these men gave their lives in order that America might 
be united, these men have given their lives in order 
that the world might be united. 
nThose men gave their lives in order to secure ., 
the freedom ·of a nation. These men have given·theirs 
in order to secure the freedom of mankind; and I look 
forward to an age when it will be just as impossible 
to regret the result of the labor of those men who 
fought for the union of the states. 
"I look for the time when every man who nov; 
puts his coun~~cl against the united service of mankind 
under.the League of' ?rations will be just as a.shambed 
of it as if he now regretted the union of the states. 
"You are aware, as I am awe.re, that the airs of 
an older day are beginning to stir again, tha~ the 
standards of an old arder are trying to assert them-
selves again. There is here and there an attempt to 
insert into the counsel of statesman the old reckoning 
of selfishmess and bargaining and national advantage 
which were the roots of this war, and any man who 
counsels these things advocates a renewal of 
the sacrifice which these men have made. for if 
this is not the final battle for right, there will 
be another that will be final, 
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"Let these gentlemen who suppose that it is 
possible for them to accomplish this return. to an 
order of which we are ashamed. and that we are ready 
to forget, realize they oannot accomplish it. The 
peoples of the world are e.wa.lce and the peoples of the 
world are in the saddle. Private counsels of statesmen 
cannot now and cannot hereafter determine the destinies 
of nations. If we are not the servants of the opinion 
of mankind, we are of all men the littl.est, the most 
contemptible, the least gifted with vision. If we do 
not know a ourage we cannot accomplish our purpose; and 
this age is an age which looks forward. not backward; . 
which rejects the standard of national selfishness 
th~t once governed the counsels of nations, and demands' 
that they· shall give way to a new order of things in 
which the only question will be; 'Ia it right? Is it 
just?' 'Is it in the interest of mankind?'···· 
"And they would say, 'Forget all the little 
circumstances of the day. Be ashamed of the jealousies 
that divide you. We command you in the name of those, 
who, like ourselves, have died to bring the counsel of 
men together, and we remind you what America said she 
was born for. She was born to make this gr~at gift a 
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common gift~ She was born to show men the way 
of experience by which they might realize this gift 
and maintain it; and we adjure you, in the name of 
all the great traditions of America, to make yourselves 
soldiers now. once for all, in this common cause, 
where we need wear no uniform except the uniform of 
the heart, :;olothing ourselves itvlth the principles of 
right and saying to men everywhere, 'you are our· 
brothers and we invite you into the comradeship of 
liberty and of peace.' 
"There i~ something better, if' po saible• that 
a man can give than his life, and thut is hie living 
spirit to a service that is not easy, to resist counsels 
that are ha.rd to resist, to atand. against purposes that 
are difficult to stand against, and to say, 'Here stand 
I, consecrated in the spirit of the men who were once 
my comrades, and who are now gone, end who left ·me under 
l 
eternal bonds of fidelity.'" 
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